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ARTICLES

C U R R E N T STATE A N D F U T U R E PROSPECTS O F CHINESE
COLLECTIONS
IN N O R T H AMERICAN LIBRARIES

Eugene W. Wu

Harvard-Yenching Library

The topic I have been asked to speak on is a very large one for the time allowed this
morning. Time is not the only constraint; a more important concern is the lack of
sufficient quantitative and qualitative data on Chinese collections in North Ameri
can libraries for the last five or ten years. Lacking such data, my remarks will neces
sarily be somewhat impressionistic and speculative, based largely on personal
observations.
In the 1976-1980 Committee on East Asian Libraries (CEAL) survey, ninety li
braries reported on the extent of their Chinese collections, with a total of over 4.5
million volumes. The 1981-1985 survey has not yet been published, but the latest
annual survey, compiled by Min-chih Cnou (Cornell University) and his Task Force
and published in the June 1989 issue of CEAL Bulletin (No. 87, pp. 44-48), lists a
total of 52 million volumes, but reported by only forty-six libraries. This represents
an increase of 12 percent over the 1976-1980 figures. Since only about one half of
the ninety libraries that reported to the earlier survey responded this time, it is safe
to assume that the total increase would indeed be higher than just 12 percent.
While the field continues to grow, the rate of growth has slowed in comparison with
previous years. For example, the average percentage of increase for the 1971-1975
period was 25 percent, and for the 19/6-1980 period 18 p e r c e n t What does this
signify? This slower growth points to the fact that the combination of the publishing
explosion, especially in the People's Republic of China (PRC) in the last several
years, and the devaluation of the American dollar has taken a heavy toll on our pur
chasing power. At the same time, foundation and government support of area
studies at universities was being cut back, and claims for support for new library
projects such as automation were on the increase. It would mdeed be a rare case
nowadays when an East Asian library could boast of adequate funding for all its
needs. Nevertheless, it is encouraging to notice that today there are seventeen Chi
nese collections with holdings of more than 100,000 volumes as compared to only
twelve reported by the 1976-1980 survey.
This indeed is welcome news. But the real question is: are we keeping up with what
has been published? This, unfortunately, cannot be answered with any certainty
without further study and analysis. A limited study I did last year analyzing nine
large East Asian libraries' acquisitions of P R C materials might be of some rele
vance. My study, using as a base for comparison the 1984 official P R C publishing
data which are the latest available with a detailed breakdown by subject categories,
revealed that the average annual number of books acquired from the P R C by these
nine libraries was about 4 3 0 0 titles (from a low of 2,500 to a high of 7,600, with
most clustering around 4,000 to 5,000); the average number of periodicals was 840
(ranging from 620 to 1,270); and the average number of newspapers was 43 (ranging
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from 10 to 117). Not counting publications in the natural sciences and technology,
textbooks, and pictorial materials, of which little or none is collected by American
libraries, we find that these nine libraries were collecting from 15.7 percent to 47.74
percent of the 15,918 titles of books published in the social sciences and humanities;
from 43.94 percent to 90 percent of the 1,411 periodicals; and from .009 percent to
11.24 percent of the 1,041 newspapers. I must hasten to add here that the library
that was receiving the largest number of periodicals included in its report many ti
tles in the naturalsciences and technology.
In addition to the types of materials excluded from our collecting as mentioned
above, there are also areas in which we collect only selectively such as popular con
temporary fiction and translations of foreign literature, both of which have prolifer
ated in recent years. Also, it is likely that among the rather large number o f reprints
that have been issued, many were already collected by American libraries at the
time of their first publication. Taking all this into consideration, the nine libraries'
coverage of P R C materials is not bad, particularly those whose acquisitions fell
a r o u n d o r exceeded the range of 4,000 to 5,000 titles. Of course, among the con
spicuous lacunae remain many of the books published by local publishers in small
editions, and the neibu materials that are not allowed to be exported. Regarding the
latter, it should be noted that some continue to be available from Hong Kong, and
more have been brought back by visiting scholars; many of these are being reprinted
by the Center for Chinese Research Materials. I might also add that a new journal,
CCP Research Newsletter, has as one of its major functions the review and an
nouncement of P R C neibu publications available at libraries and research centers in
the United States.
Of the more than 4,000 periodical titles published in China today, less than half are
made available for foreign subscription. The 1988 catalog of the China National
Publishing Industry Trading Corporation (CNPITC) offered 1,796 periodicals for
this purpose, with more than half in the natural sciences and technology. W h e n the
nine libraries receive from 620 to 1,270 periodicals, the record is a very good one
indeed. But the newspaper collection is, in comparison, rather disappointing. T h e
1988 catalog of the China International Book Corporation (Guoii Shudian) offered
seventy-seven titles for foreign subscription, including the formerly classified
Jiefdngjun boo (Liberation Army News). T h e 1988 CNPITC catalog lists 148 news
papers for which they will take foreign orders. Considering that the average number
of newspaper subscriptions among the nine libraries was only 43 (ranging from 10 to
117), that leaves a great deal of room for improvement The analysis above deals
with the P R C only. Perhaps we are doing better with Taiwan and Hong Kong publi
cations, but that supposition must await confirmation.
I have dwelt at length on collection development because I believe, and I think you
will agree with me, that collection development is at the heart of a research library's
work and should always be our first priority. Directly related to collection develop
ment is the large stride we have made in the area of resource sharing. As already
mentioned, the publishing explosion, the devaluation of the American dollar, and
the spiraling costs of maintaining research collections have m a d e self-sufficiency of
research libraries a thing of the p a s t Resource sharing has instead become the
modus operandi in collection development T h e introduction of automation in li
braries and the creation of library networks have further hastened and facilitated
this concept of mutual dependence. T h e experience of East Asian libraries indi
cates that, while a national cooperative program in acquisitions is impractical, a
eat deal can be achieved on a regional basis. T h e example of the University of
ilifornia at Berkeley (UC-Berkeley) and Stanford is a case in p o i n t T h e East
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Asiatic Library at UC-Berkeley and the East Asian Collection of the Hoover Institu
tion at Stanford have instituted cooperative acquisitions programs for Chinese
newspapers and local histories, and they consult with each other when considering
purchases of expensive materials. A similar program is now in effect among six East
Asian libraries on the East Coast-Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, Princeton, Yale, and
the New York Public Library. Under this program each takes primary responsibility
for collecting all available periodicals and newspapers in a given number of
provinces. It is possible that this arrangement can be extended to cover other mate
rials of a local nature, including xian (county) gazetteers on the post-1949 period,
which are projected to be published in the thousands by the early 1990s. T h e six li
braries have already compiled a preliminary version of a union catalog of their Chi
nese newspaper holdings, and a similar union list of their periodicals is a distinct
possibility.
One cannot comment on the current state of Chinese collections without also men
tioning the far-reaching change that has taken place in East Asian libraries during
the last five years; that is the adoption of automation. Since the introduction of the
Research Libraries Information Network ( R U N ) Chinese-Japanese-Korean (CJK)
system in 1987, East Asian libraries have undergone a fundamental change that has
permanently altered the way they operate. While automation is nothing new to the
library world, its application to East Asian libraries with its ability to process
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean scripts is a first and represents a major break
through in library technology. While online cataloging has become routine in East
Asian libraries and our capability to provide reference service has also been greatly
enhanced through the use of automation, we have yet to reach the point where
available technology is used to our full advantage. I have particularly in mind the
question of retrospective conversion. I understand the University of California at
Los Angeles has been making plans to convert its East Asian records into machinereadable form. It would be interesting to see how that project develops. If success
ful it may very well be something which other East Asian libraries can emulate.
Another important development in our field is preservation. As in automation, East
Asian libraries have followed in the footsteps of the academic libraries at large in
this development. Individual libraries such as Columbia and Harvard have had
modest programs in microfilming preservation in the past, and several R U N li
braries are now engaged in a cooperative effort in gettingsome of the fragile 20thcentury Chinese publications preserved on microfilm. D u e to the magnitude of
needs, however, a national effort must be made to attack the problem on a massive
scale. The feasibility for such a program looks quite good now that the Congress has
appropriated tens of millions of dollars through the National Endowment for the
Humanities for preservation projects at various academic and research libraries. It
is not impossible that within this framework a coordinated national p r o g r a m for
Chinese and other East Asian-language materials can be attempted. On the ques
tion of preserving Chinese-language materials, acknowledgment must be made for
the work that has been done by the Center for Chinese Research Materials
(CCRM). For more than twenty years CCRM, through its reproduction program,
has also functioned successfully as a center for preservation. T h e more in this area
C C R M can do, the less the rest of us will have to do.
Looking to the future we may ask: where are the Chinese collections headed? Sev
eral trends seem to be shaping up in the field. In the first place, unless financial
support for East Asian libraries across the board is increased, we will all b e forced
to acquire less and thereby become less able to satisfy the demands of our clientele.
This financial stringency, if it continues, will probably affect the smaller libraries
3

more than the larger ones, thus making them more dependent upon the larger
libraries for the purpose of resource sharing. But even the larger libraries will likely
not be able to do all that needs to be done and will want to develop more resourcesharing programs among themselves. Secondly, automation will demand that our
bibliographers, order librarians, and public service librarians also acquire certain
skills in adapting their work to a completely automated environment wnich already
exists in some libraries and will surety be in others in the not too distant future.
From the viewpoint of the library administration, automation also means that there
will be some basic changes made in the library's organization and in the allocation
of human and material resources. Thirdly, I believe we will continue to struggle
with the perennial problems of how to train and where to find qualified book selec
tors who possess the prerequisite expertise in a wide range of subject matters, exten
sive bibliographical knowledge of the field, and the energy and creativeness for col
lection bunding. Lastly, in our expanding contact with libraries, librarians, publish
ers, and book dealers in China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong, our relationship with the
PRC will continue to offer the most challenge. While our broadening relationship
with the P R C offers us a number of opportunities favorable to our collection devel
opment work, the experience of American libraries in this regard so far indicates
that the nurture and maintenance of this relationship is by no means an easy task,
requiring as it does a great deal of time, patience, and perseverance. Chinese stud
ies librarians will by necessity also have to become diplomats and facilitators in all
imaginable kinds of situations.
As I mentioned at the outset, these observations are impressionistic and speculative.
I welcome your comments and criticisms.
(This article is adapted from a talk given at the Plenary Session of the 1989 Annual
Meeting of the Committee on East Asian Libraries, Association for Asian Studies,
March 16, at Washington, D.C.)
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M A J O R D E V E L O P M E N T S A N D T R E N D S IN K O R E A N STUDIES
A N D T H E K O R E A N LIBRARY FIELD IN T H E U N I T E D STATES

Yoon-whan Choe

University of Washington

I would like to begin my talk with a brief description of the present status of Korean
studies which is, after all, what most Korean collections are primarily designed to
serve.
Until 1950 Korean studies subjects in the United States were mostly taught as part
of a broader East Asia survey, often by a Japan or China specialist. Tne Korean
War, however, proved to be a catalyst for Korean studies; it generated considerable
interest in Korean history, language, and culture. Language courses were offered to
regular students in conjunction with unit intelligence trainees in the Army Special
Training Program during the Korean War, and gradually Korean collections began
to develop in a few institutions. Korean studies have come a long way since then.
There are now about 350 qualified Korean scholars in the U.S. according to a recent
survey on Korean studies conducted by the Joint Committee on Korean Studies of
the American Council of Learned Societies and the Social Science Research Coun
cil in cooperation with the East Asian Studies Center of the University of Southern
California. Despite the growth, however, there are still only a small number of uni
versities which actually offer a complete range of courses on Korea, including lan
guage instruction, and only a handful of scholars are currently teaching courses ei
ther partially or wholly on Korea.
This picture may soon change. There is now a keen interest in the economic devel
opment of the Republic of Korea; business and trade relations between Korea and
the U.S. are rapidly expanding; and the number of Korean American students in
colleges and universities has reached a significant proportion. Many academic insti
tutions are responding to these developments by offering new courses on Korean
studies. For example, the University of Southern California (USC), the University
of California at Los Angeles, the University of British Columbia on the West Coast;
the University of Chicago and Indiana University in the Midwest, and Cornell Uni
versity and the State University of New York at Stony Brook on the East Coast, all
have set up Korean studies programs in recent years and these programs are actively
expanding their Korean collections. This trend will continue in the future.
While the number of programs on Korean studies may continue to grow, the survey
foresees a significant difficulty arising from a shortage of qualified staff to teach the
growing number of courses. At present fully half of the Korean studies teachers are
Korean-born scholars, and they are ageing and employed in tenured positions.
During the next decade, according to the survey, they will begin to retire, but junior
faculty and graduate students do not exist in sufficient numbers to take the places
these retirees will leave v a c a n t Unless a concerted effort is made to bring more
graduate students into the Korean field, the unchecked faculty attrition may nega
tively affect the breadth and vitality of the field and there is a real danger that the
field might experience a decline in the next fifteen or so years. Furthermore, tradi
tional avenues of recruiting Americans to the field have narrowed. The Christian
missionary, the U.S. Army, and the Peace Corps can no longer provide enough new
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American Koreanists as they did for the last three generations. The survey suggests
possible steps to be taken to meet the challenge.
1.

The creation of new faculty positions and assured retention of existing
positions in the field must be given a very high priority.

2.

Graduate school training of Korean specialists should be encouraged
by providing graduate fellowship support and other financial assis
tance if promising candidates are to be recruited and prepared to re
place those who are retiring.

3.

Individual research programs, summer workshops, and research con
ferences will all help young scholars compete in the academic market
and thus broaden their experience.

4.

Broadly based, basic
be offered to attract
late further study in
dents in the graduate

undergraduate courses in Korean studies should
uncommitted undergraduate students to stimu
Korean subjects and thereby involve more stu
field.

Now let us turn to the current status of Korean library collections in the United
States. Active support for academic programs by a parent institution entails the
growth of related collections. This certainly seems to b e the case with Korean col
lections. (Please see "Current Status of East Asian Collections in American l i 
braries, 1987/1988," CEAL Bulletin no 87 (June 1989), p. 44-48.) According to this
survey, there was on average a forty-three p e r cent increase in the holdings of the
major Korean collections between 1980 ana 1988. This is a significant figure by any
measure. It shows that Korean collections have kept pace with the expansion of Ko
rean studies programs across the nation.
Although leading Korean collections are located either on the East or on the West
coasts, quite a few Korean scholars live and work in the Midwest. Access to Korean
materials has been a problem for them. There has been a long-felt need for the
creation of a major Korean collection somewhere in the Midwest The Center for
Research Libraries has made a timely move to start a collection of Korean materi
als, and the University of Chicago East Asian Library has followed s u i t Both are
establishing major centers in the Midwest, and they will contribute signally to
Korean studies m this country.
As mentioned earlier, the University of Southern California, the University of Cali
fornia at Los Angeles, and the University of Chicago, among others, are all collect
ing materials on Korea.
The University of Southern California's collection
development policy is worth mentioning here. Unlike other Korean collections
which collect materials only in the traditional subject fields, USC, in addition to
collecting standard materials in support of its Korean studies program, is also col
lecting materials on the Korean diaspora, a topic that has become very important in
modern Korean studies. The increase in the number of Korean collections confirms
the prevailing opinion that interest in Korea has been steadily increasing in the aca
demic community at large.
The results of the Korean studies survey further show that the field of Korean stud
ies is largely dominated by the social sciences. Some of the more conspicuous disci
plines are Political science, history, language and literature, anthropology, and eco
nomics. Current economic development and sociopolitical changes in Korea are
6

likely to draw a lot of attention to various contemporary issues. As research in these
fields multiplies, demands for resources will rise in topics like trade, business, and
the reunification of the peninsula, among others. Materials banned for decades are
now being made available in South Korea. These include materials on North Korea
and collections of works by authors who went to North Korea before or during the
Korean War. A new generation of Korean historians and scholars have launched
ambitious projects to take a fresh, critical look at Korean history, and scores of pub
lishers are reprinting important primary sources to meet these needs.
Accordingly, any serious collection development policy should reflect changing aca
demic interest and, to support of the program, tailor the policy to user requests.
Although North Korean materials are still scarce, they constitute an important part
of any Korean collection. Unfortunately, these materials are difficult to obtain and
it is virtually impossible to place a direct order for desired items. Japanese publica
tions have always been important sources for Korean scholars; they must be a regu
lar part of any acquisitions strategy. Also worthy of note are the recent publications
by Koreans in the YtfnbyBn area in Northeast Giina. These materials are available
commercially.
Noncommercial publications by government agencies and institutions can be ob
tained by systematic exchange programs, programs that need constant attention and
large amounts of time spent by Korean librarians. Yet this is one very important
problem-filled area that somehow has to be discussed and solved with the concerned
cooperation of people in Korea.
It is desirable that all Korean collections be linked to major networks such as the
Research Libraries Group Network or the Online Computer Library Center. This
linkage would allow access of the collections to one another and thereby reduce un
necessary duplication in their acquisitions programs.
As I mentioned above, Korean studies in general and Korean collections in partic
ular are rapidly expanding in the United States. It is time we became aware of both
the various changes in the traditional fields and the research areas of growing inter
est so that we are able to anticipate the future needs and diverse demands that will
be placed on our collection resources. This can be brought about by actively par
ticipating in various Korean studies programs and in close consultation with faculty
members.
Korean librarians need to actively seek outside funding sources for their library
collections through cooperation with faculty members in the fields of Korean studies
and with other librarians in the U.S. to create joint proposals and make cooperative
acquisition efforts.
Cooperation is vital among Korean collections in the U.S. to minimize unnecessary
duplication of works in bibliographic control and to maximize the limited funds
available to the acquisitions process. Cooperation is also necessary between librari
ans in the U.S. and Korea to bring mutual benefit in the acquisition and exchange
processes and thereby promote a better understanding of the many problems facing
Korean librarians in both countries.
In closing I would like to remember the late Mr. Sungha Kim who contributed so
much to the development and preservation of Korean collections in this country
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during his distinguished career at the Harvard-Yenching Library. His accomplish
ments and dedication set the professional standard for all of us.
ADDENDA

Institutions Offering Courses in Korean Studies (Including Literature)
University of British Columbia
Brown University
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Chicago
University of Cincinnati
Columbia University
Cornell University
Georgetown University
Harvard University
University of Hawaii
University of Illinois
Indiana University
University of Iowa
University of Kansas
Naval Postgraduate School at Monterey, Calif.
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh
University of Southern California
State University of New York at Stony Brook
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin
Institutions that Have Provided Support for Korean Studies to American
Universities
Asia Foundation
Citicorp
Korea Research Foundation
Korea Traders Scholarship Foundation
Korean Consulate General of Los Angeles
Korean Explosives Group
Korean Ministry of Education
Korean Traders Association
Henry Luce Foundation
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
National Resource Center
Social Science Research Council
U.S. Department of Education
(This article is adapted from a talk given at the Plenary Session of the 1989 Annual
Meeting of the Committee on East Asian Libraries, Association for Asian Studies,
March 16, at Washington, D . C )
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ANALYTICAL CATALOGING O F CHINESE C O L L E C T A N E A (TS'UNGSHU):
PROBLEMS A N D PROSPECTS

Roger Thomas

Indiana University

Beginning at least as early as 1202 with the publication of Ju-hsueh ching( % % % ^ ' * Chinese scholars and publishers have demonstrated a penchant for
assembling and editing large collections of independent works. Some of the most
notable of these collections, known as ts'ung-shu, appeared during the Ch'ing dy
nasty, but the practice of gathering and editing such series continues to the present,
and is a hallmark of Chinese publishing practices. These collectanea are usually ac
quired as complete sets rather than as individual titles, and often pose challenges to
libraries with many such sets and limited cataloging staff to process them.
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i

Individual titles in these collectanea are under various levels of bibliographic con
trol. Some extremely valuable indexes exist, such as Chung-kuo ts'ung-shu tsun$-lu
*f If)
»
Ihty ° f t
ty N
specific title is in a collection,
which may consist of a thousand or more volumes, and do not usually direct a library
patron to the specific volume in question. Some libraries have provided analytical
entries in their catalogs for a few of these sets, either with full-level analytics
(author, title, and subject access) or some kind of minimal-level entries, but even in
the most thoroughly cataloged libraries, there are Chinese collectanea which are ei
ther unanalyzed or inadequately analyzed.
D U t
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The potential problems resulting from inadequate analytical entry of ts'ung-shu in li
brary catalogs are numerous. Many libraries end up unnecessarily purchasing
reprints of titles already held in collectanea, because usual pre-order searching pro
cedures have no way to detect them. Librarians are denied valuable management
information, because it may be impossible to tell just how many titles are held in
one's collection, or which are being heavily used. More importantly, patrons are de
nied access. Even where indexes are available, they often require specialized
knowledge to use, and, as has already been noted, frequently fail to give patrons
needed information.
The experience at Indiana University (I.U.) perhaps typifies the modest successes
and maddening frustrations inherent in analytical cataloging of ts'ung-shu. One of
the most important series, a massive collection of 4,145 titles known as the Pai-pu
ts'ung-shu cni-ch'eng, was received in 1979, and minimal-level analysis through
O C L C was finally completed in 1987. (Incidentally, S t John's University has since
contracted with O C L C for retrospective conversion of this set, through which Indi
ana's romanized records will be enhanced with vernacular information. This project
is scheduled for completion by September 1989.) Professor Lynn Struve of the His
tory Department at Indiana University conducted a study in April 1982, and found
that of approximately 27,602 titles contained in 143 ts'ung-shu in I.U.'s collection,
15,741 titles, or well over half, had no analytical entries in the catalog. Most of
those which were analyzed had only title entries. Since then, aided partly by internal
funding and largely by Professor Struve's active interest, on-line analytical entries
have also been created for Ssu-ku ch'uan-shu chen-pen, series 1-4, Ssu-pu
ts'ung-k'an, series 1-3, series one of Tsung-shu chi-ch'eng, and work is currently un9

derway on the old Shanghai edition of Ssu-pu pei-yao. With the advent of vernacu
lar on-line cataloging (in the case of I.U. somewhat belatedly, with O C L C CJK in
1986), it occurred to some of us here at Indiana that the Herculean task of full anal
ysis of important ts'ung-shu might best be accomplished through a cooperative effort
among several institutions, creating a common stock of bibliographic information
from which all may draw. In order to gauge interest in such a project, to determine
which sets should be analyzed, and to collect information necessary for a grant pro
posal, a survey was distributed in 1987 to major East Asian collections in North
America. Response was far from complete, but the information collected is
nevertheless useful. To the many librarians who took time to respond, my apologies
for the tardiness of this report.
The ts'ung-shu ranking highest in the survey as needing on-line analytics was Pai-pu
ts'ung-shu chi-ch'eng. In second place were various series of Ssu-k'u chiian-shu chinpen. Third were the three series of Ssu-pu tsung-k'an, while fourth place was tied by
Ssu-pu pei-yao, Ku-chin t'u-shu chi-ch'eng and Chin-tai Chung-kuo shih-liao
tsung-k'an.
Kuo-hsueh chi-pen ts'ung-shu 400 chung and Tai-wan wen-hsien
tsung-k'an tied for fifth place. Even more valuable is information on holdings and
level of analysis. The survey provides an overview of some of the work that has
been done, and of promising prospects for future projects. As I examined the survey
responses and compiled the list which follows, I could not help suspecting that my
definitions of "full," "minimal-level," and "brief had received various interpretations,
but with that caveat in mind, the information provides a summary of which sets are
commonly held and which have received the most bibliographic attention. Union
list symbols (with the exception of the University of British Columbia, represented
here by UBC) are followed by a string of characters with the following meanings: e
= holds entire set; p = partial holdings; c = off-line cataloging; n = on-line cata
loging; f = full-level cataloging; m = minimal-level cataloging; b = brief (i.e. only
author or title) cataloging; o = OCLC; r = RLTN; i = in-nouse system. In the in
terest of space, and because the aim of this survey was an interinstitutional coopera
tive project, sets with only one library reporting holdings are not entered here.
Chang ku ts'ungpien f * £ ^ ifa
CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-A,e; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e;
MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e; UBQe,c,f
Ch 'en feng ko ts'ung shu JfcflLGfl
CLU,e,c,m; CU-SB,e; InU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m; NNC,e,c,m;
UBC,e
Chi ch'eng ch'u pu i£ fa \%
CLU,e,c,f; CU-SB,e; InU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m; NNC,e,c,m;
PU,e,n,f,i
Chi hsueh chai ts'ung shu

^ ^ ^ ^ ^

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m;
NNC,e,cm; UBC,e
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Chiluhuipien

J

• %t i^

fa

CLU,e,c,f; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e;
MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e; NNC,e,c,m
Chi men Chung-hua min kuo chien kuo 60 chou men shin liao hid ts'ung hLfc
1

CLU,e,cf; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,e,c,f; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e;
NcU,e,c,f; N N Q c c f ; PU,e,n,f,i
Ch'iangts'un ts'ung shu {)%,i^%Jb
CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,b; CU-A,e; InU,e; MnU,e; N N Q c c m ;
PU,e,n,m,i
Ch'ien-nan ts'ung shu %Qf$%S>
InU,e; N N Q c c m
%

4L%rffc£

Chih chin chai tsung shu * / 5
CLU,e,c,m; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m;
NcU.e; N N Q c c m
Chih pu tsu chai ts'ung shu

frjkjft-

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e,b;
MdU,p,c,f; MnU.e; MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e; N N Q c c m ;
PU,e,n,m,i; UBC,e,c,f; ViU,p
Chin tai Chung-kuo shih liao tsung k'an

jj£ 4^

«f |£j

jEJ^t^M^

CLU,e,c,f; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-A,e,c,f; CU-SB,p; InU,e,c,f;
KU,e; MdU,e,c,f; MnU.e; MoSW,e,c,f; NcU,p,c,f;
NNQe,cf; OrU, p,cf; PU,e,n,f,i; U B Q c c f
Chin tai Chung-kuo shih liao ts'ung k'an hsiipien

jjfjVf iS tP\ffz.W%&

CLU,e,cf; C S t - r i c c m ; CU-A,e,cf; InU,e,cf;
MdU, e,cf; MnU,e; MoSW.ccf; N N Q c c f ; OrU,p,cf;
PU,e,n,f,i; U B Q e , c f ; UPB,c,n,f;r
Ch'ingch'aofanshuyUti

tsung shu

OJ-SB,e,cf; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,cm; NcU,e;
UBQcn,f,i
Ching-chuan tsung shu * -y^

)t

|

CLU,c,cm; CSt-H,e,cm; CXJ-SB,e; InU,e; MnU,e;
MoSW,e,cm; NcU.c

11

Ch'ing mo Min ch'u shih liao tsung shu \ %. fay %3f\%%
:

CLU,c,c,f; CSt-H e,c,m; CU-A,e; CU-SB,p,cf; InU,c,c,m;
KU.p; MdU.ccf; MoSW, e,c,f; NcU,p,c,f; UBQccf; ViU.p
f

Ch 'ing tai kao pen pai chung huik'an l A ¥ ( .

%*n\

CLU.ccf; CSt-H,c,cm; InU,c,cf; MnU,p; MoSW,p,cm;
NcU.ccf; NNQccf; UBQccf; UPB,p,cf
Chu pai shan fang shih wu chung f t

ihfy T

CLU.ccm; CSt-H,ccf; InU.e; NNQccm
Chu tzu chich'eng
CLU.ccm; CSt-H,cc,m; InU.e; KU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,cm;
NNQccf
Ch 'un hui t'ang tsung shu
InU,e; KU,e,m; MnU.e; NcU,e; NNQccm; UBQe
Chung-kuo hsien tai shih liao tsung shu vf | ^ $%JiK

%^ %

CLU,e,cf; CU-SB,e,cf; InU,e; KU.p; MdU,p,cf;
MoSW,e,cf; NNQccf; UBQp,cf
Chung-kuo mu lu hsueh ming chu

Jh%'

CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB,p,cf; InU,e; OrU,p,cf; UBQp.cf;
UPB,p,cf
Chung-kuo pien chiang ts'ung shu

f I4jj£$f

CLU,c,cf; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB,e,cf; InU,e; KU,e;
MdU,p,cf; MoSW,e,cf; UBQ e,cf
Chung-kuo shih hsueh ming chu
CU-SB,p,cf; InU,c; KU,e; MdU,e,cf; NcU,e; NNQccf;
OrU,p,cf; UBQp.cf
Chung-kuo shui Uyao chi tsung pien ~tf$\JC%>\%fo

%j£d

CLU,e,cf; CSt-H,c,cm; CU-SB,e; InU,e; MoSW,c,cm;
NcU,p,cf; UBQccf
Chung-kuo ssu hsiang ming chu

^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -

CLU,c,cm; CSt-H,c,cm; CU-SB,p,cf; InU,c; MdU,c,cf;
NNQccf; OrU,p,cf; UBQp,cf; UPB,c,cf
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Chung-kuo t'ungsu chang hui hsiao shuo tsung k'an Kjf \t^^%^
CLU,e,c,f; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU.e; MdU,e,c,f; MoSW,e;
NNC,c,c,f
Chung-kuo wen hua shih tsung shu tj* |%J 5C A C>

^1fcJ$-

CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB,e; InU,p; MoSW,e,cf; NcU,p;
N N Q c c f ; OrU,p,c,f; U B Q c c f
f

Hoi shan hsien kuan tsung shu y%b\\ \^n 'i%
CLU,e,cm; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e; MnU.e; MoSW,e,cm;
NcU,e; N N Q c c m ; U B Q e ; UPB,e,c,f; ViU,p
Han fen lou pi chi

y&1fr$$,%£&^

CLU,e,cm; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU.e; KU,e;
MdU,p,c,f; MnU,e; MoSW,e,cm; NcU,e; U B Q e
Han hai

^y%.

CLU,e,cm; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,cm;
NcU,e; PU,e,n,m,i
Han Wei ts'ung shu * i\
CLU,e,cm; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-A,e; CU-SB.e; InU,e; KU,e;
MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e; PU,e,n,ny; U B Q c c f ; ViU,p
Hsiyung hsien ts'ung shu ^ ^ M ^ f ^ j L ^
CLU,e,cm; InU,e; NNQe,c,m
Hsiang yen ts'ung shu
CLU,e,cf; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e; MdU,p,cf; MnU,e;
UBQccf
Hsiao fang hu chai yu ti tsung ch'aoA*

^^*§^f*t£

CLU,e,cf; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU.e; KU,e;
MnU,e; NcU,e; U B Q c c f ; UPB,e,cf
Hsiao shih shan fang tsung shu A* fa

^Jk%Jfe

CLU,e,cm; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e; MnU,e; M o S W , c c m ;
NNQe,cm; UBQe,cf
Hsin pien ku chin shih wen lei chil

fy$h~£$%iJhfy ?S

CSt-H,e,cm; InU,e

13

l 3 -I' VUfejh]

%f A k

Hsing li ta ch'ilan

CSt-H,e,cm; InU.e; MdU,e,c,f; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m; NcU.e;
NNQe,c,m; UPB,e,c,f

-kjfk. %

Hsu ku i ts'ung shu

C L U . c c m ; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e; U B Q e

^ '' | ^ v-fe*

Hsu Pai ch 'uan hsiieh hai

CSt-H,cc,m; CU-SB,e; InU,e; MoSW,e,c,m; U B Q e
Hsu Shuo fu i \

H%f>

CLU,e; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU.e; KU,e; MnU,e; UBQe,c,f
HsiXan hstieh ts'ung shu

^%

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,p,c,f; InU,e; KU,e;
MoSW,e,c,m; N N Q c c f ; UBQp,c,f
Hsiieh hoi lei pien

yfa.%$

9

C L U . c c m ; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU.e.b; MdU,e,c,f;
MnU,e; MoSW,cc,m; NcU,e; PU,e,n,f,i; UPB,e
Hsueh fang ts'ung k'o <jj^ ^
CLU,cc,m; CSt-H,cc,m; InU,e; N N Q c c m ; UBQe,c,f

Hu hai lou ts'ung shu =Jf\ y%

jfej^

C L U , c c m ; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB,e: InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e;
MoSW,e,cm; NcU.e; NNQe,c,m
Hua lun ts'ung k'an

^ l&ljjfcjr ]
1

CLU,cc,m; CSt-H,e,cm; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,cc,m;
NcU,e; N N Q c c f ; OrU,p,cf; U B Q c c f
Hua shih ts'ung shu ^

tfL^^

CLU,e,c,f; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-A,e; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e;
OrU,p,cf
Jen jen wen k'u / v A*, >C
CLU,p,cf; C S t - H , c c m ; CU-SB,p,cf; InU,e,cf;
MdU,p,c,f; MoSW,e,cf; NNQp.cf; UBQp.cf; UPB,p,cf;
ViU,p
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Kuchinishih*
CLU,e,c,f; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,e; InU.e; KU.e; MnU.e;
MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e; PU,e,n,m,i
Ku chin tu shu chi ch'eng -fe^tf^
CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e; KU,e; MdU,e,c,f; MnU,e;
MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e; OrU,p,c,f; U B Q e ; UPB,e,c,f; ViU,e
Ku hsueh hui k'an tf*> .|? f, j
CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m;
NcU,e; NNQe,c,m; UBQe,c,f; OrU,p,c,f
Kuishu
CU-SB,e; InU,e; MnU,e
Kui ts'ung shu

*iZjt1ii

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU.e; MnU,e;
MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e; NNQe,c,m; UBQe,c,f

Ku pen hsi chu' tsung k'an

Jl^fiX &

CLU,e,c,f; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,D,c,f; InU,e,c,b; KU,e;
MnU,e; MoSW,p,c,m; NcU,p; NNQe,c,f; UBQe,n,f,i
Ku shu tsung k'an -fc <J

^ J

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e; NNQe,c,m; ViU.p
Kuan hsiang lu tsung shu

%^ %

CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e
Kuan ku fang hui k'o shu

^il^\%V\%

CU-SB,e,c,f; InU,e; MdU,e,c,f; NNQe,c,m; OrU,p,c,f
Kuangpai ch'uan hsiieh hai

n

\ ^

CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e; U B Q e
Kung shun fang tsung shu *
CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,p; KU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m;
NcU,e; NNQe,<yn
Kuo hsueh chi pen tsung shu
CLU,e,<yn; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,p,c,f; InU,e; KU,e,f;
MdU,p,c,f; UBQp,c,f; UPB,p,c,f; ViU,p
15

Kuo hsUeh chi pen ts'ung shu 400 chung
CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU,e; MnU.e; MoSW,e,c,m; N N Q c c f ;
PU,cn,m,i; U B Q c n , f,i; UPB,e,c,f
Kuo hsueh chiyao

%-

CLU,c,cf; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e; MdU,p,c,f;
M o S W . c c m ; NcU,e,c,f; OrU,p,c,f; UBQe,n,f,i
Kuo hsiieh ts'ui pien l ^ i p ^ %tf)
CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB,e,c,f; InU,e; MdU,e,c,f; U B Q c c f
Kuo li Pei-p'ing t'u shu kuan shan pen tsung shu ti 1 chi $\ 3L
CLU,cc?mf Inl/Je; N N Q c c m ; U B Q e
Li tai hua chia shih wen chi

fe^xi

C L U , c c f ; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-A,p; InU.e; KU,e,f; MnU,e;
M o S W . c c m ; N N Q c c f ; OrU,p,c,f; U B Q c c f
,j

Li yun shu wu ts'ung k'oJio%^%^

C L U , c c m ; InU.e; MnU,e; NcU.e; NNQc,n,f,r; U B Q c c f ;
ViU,e,cf
Lien-t'ing shih erh chung

-f > tfi

InU,e; UBQe,c,f
Ling-nan

9

ishu ^

CLU,e,cm; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e;
MoSW,e,cm; NcU,e; PU,e,n,m,i
Liu shih chung ch'ii ^\ -f jffg v#)
CLU,e,cm; CSt-H,e,c,b; InU,e; KU,e; MdU.ccf; NcU,e;
PU,e,n,m,i; U B Q c c f
Liu tzu ch'iian shu

^

InU,e; MnU,e; U B Q c c f
Lung ch'iching she ts'ung shu jfcy%

J

%% &%%

C L U , c c m ; InU,e; MnU,e; N N Q c c m ; OrU.p.cf; U B Q e
Lung wei mi shu *

$L$iM~f>

C L U , c c m ; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU.e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,cm;
NcU,e; N N Q c c m ; PU,e,n,m,i; U B Q c c f
16

Mei shu ts'ung k'an

J^^f^^J

CSt-H,e,c,m; InU.p; KU,e; MdU,e,c,f; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m;
OrU,p,c,f; ViU,p
J

Mei shu ts'ung shu

^

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-A,e; InU.e; KU,e; MnU,e;
MoSW,p,c,m; NcU,e; U B Q c c f ; ViU,e
Mi mi she hui tsung k'an

fa

CLU,p,c,f; CSt-rie,c,m; CU-A,e,c,f; InU,e; KU,e;
MdU,p,c,f; MnU.e; NcU,e,c,f; OrU,p,c,f; UBQp,c,f
Ming jen wen chi ts'ung k'an

Jtf/H

CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e; KU,e,f; MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e,c,f;
NNC,e,c,f; U B Q c c f ; ViU,p

^S^^'l

Ming tai i shu chia chi hui k'an

CLU,e; CSt-H,e,cm; InU,e; KU,e,f; MdU,e,c,f; MoSW,e,cm;
NNQe; U B Q c c f
Ming tai i shu chia chi hui k'an hsiX chi e{\ \K
CLU,e; CSt-H,e,cm; InU,e; KU,e,f; MdU,e,c,f; N N Q e ;
UBQccf
Pai chinglou tsung shu

9

CLU,e,cf; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e;
NcU,e; N N Q c c m
Paich'uan hsiieh hai

9

~g »\&§?7&

C L U . c c m ; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e;
MnU,e; MoSW,e,cm; NcU,e; N N Q c c m ; OrU,p,cf; ViU,p
Pai hai

9

CLU,e,cm; CU-SB,e; InU,e; MnU,e; NcU,e; N N Q c c f ;
PU,e,n,m,i
Pai hua Chung-kuo ku tien hsiao shuo ta hsi &
InU,e; MdU,e,cf; N N Q c c f
Pai pu ts'ung shu chi ch'eng

%

^

CLU,e,cm; CSt-H,e,cf; CU-SB,e; InU,e,n,m,o; KU,e;
MdU,p,cf; MnU,e; M o S W . c c m ; UBQcn,f,i

17

i;jL^>

Pai tzu ch uanshu

g

CLU,e,c,m; InU.e; KU,e; MdU,e,c,f; MnU,e; MoSW,e,cm;
NcU,e; OrU,p,c,f; U B Q c c f
Pao ching t'ang ts'ung shu *
CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,e,c,m; InU,e; KU.e; MnU,e;
MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e; N N Q c c m ; ViU,p
Pi chi hsiao shuo ta kuan ^%{j-l>

ijiK3$

C L U . c c m ; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,p; InU,e; KU,e; MdU,p,c,f;
MnU,e; MoSW,cc,m; NcU,p; NNQe,n,r; OrU,p,c,f;
U B Q c c f ; UPB,e,n,f,r
Pi chi hsu pien

^i^ik

C S t - H . c c m ; InU.e; KU,e,f; MdU,e,c,f; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,f;
UBC,e,c,f
Pi chi ts'ung pien 4jf *;jj^
CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB,e,c,f; InU,e; KU,e,f; MdU,e,c,f;
MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,f; U B Q c c f
Pieh hsia chai ts'ung shu * >]
CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,cc,m; CU-SB,e; InU,e; MnU,e;
MoSW,e,c,f; NcU,e; N N Q c c m ; ViU,p
Powutienhui

\%tfp^^

CLU,e,c,m; InU,e; NNQe,c,m
Shang-hai chang ku ts'ung shu X

:

J&^

CLU,e,c,f; InU.e; KU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,cm; NcU,p,cb;
NNQccm
Shih hsiieh ts'ung shu

^

%

C L U . c c m ; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e;
MdU,p,cf; MnU,c; M o S W . c c m ; N N Q c c m ; U B Q c c f
Shih k'o shih liao ts'ung shu & %>\

ttt^fi^r

C L U . c c m ; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e; MdU.ccf;
UBQe
Shih li chii Huang shih tsung shu * * 4l

^%L%

CLU.ccm; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB.e; InU,e; KU,e; MnU, e;
MoSW.ccm; NcU,e
18

Shih tzu chuan shu -f \ & %
InU,e; MnU,e
Shih yiian ts'ung shu i f t j 8 | £ %
CLU,e,c,m; CU-SB,e,c,f; InU.e; MdU,e,c,f; U B Q e
Shu ku ts'ung ch'ao

^

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e
Shuangmei ching'an ts'ungshutf^^^

j ? ] ^ |

CLU,e,c,f; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e; MdU,e,c,f; MnU,e;
MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,p; NNC,e,c,f; UBC,e
ShuofuHif
CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e;
MdU,e,c,f; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e; N N Q c c m ;
PU,e,n,m,i; U B Q c c f ; ViU,p
Shuo k'u
CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-A,e; InU,e,c,b; NcU,e; NNC,e,c,f;
OrU,p,c,f; U B Q e . c f
Shuo pu ts'ung shu

ftZfjfc %

CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e
Ssu k'u ch 'uan shu chen pen ch 'u chi

3#^T

CLU,cc,m; CSt-H,e,cf; CU-SB,e,c,f; InU,cn,m,o; KU,e,f;
MnU,e,c,b; MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e; N N Q c c m ; PU,e,n,f,i;
U B Q e ; UPB,e,cf
Ssu k'u ch'tum shu chen pen 2 chi v**

Q %

> f£

C L U . c c f ; CSt-H,e,c,f; InU,cn,f,o; KU,e,f; MoSW,e,c,m;
NcU,e; N N Q c c f ; PU,e,n,f,i; U B Q c c f ; UPB,e,c,f
Ssu k'u ch'Uan shu chen pen 3 chi *P

%

rfi-

C L U . c c f ; CSt-H,e,cf; InU,e,n,t;o; KU,e,f; MoSW,e,cf;
NcU,e,cf; NNQe.cf; PU,e,n, f,i; U B Q c c f ; UPB,e,cf
Ssu k'u chiian shu chen pen 4 chi \H?

*P %^

C L U . c c f ; CSt-H,e,cf; InU,e,n,f,o; KU,e,f; MoSW,e,cf;
NcU,e,n,f,o; N N Q c c f ; PU,e,n,f,i; U B Q c c f ; UPB,e,cf

19

Ssu k 'u ch 'iian shu chen pen 5 chi <P /sp £

^£

$_ ^

CLU,c,c,f; CSt-H,e.c.f; InU.ccf; KU,e.f; MoSW.e.cf;
NcU.e.cf; NNQccf; PU.*.n,f,i; UBQccf
Ssu k'u ch turn shu chen pen pieh chi
CLU.ccf; CSt-H,e,cf; InU.ccf; KU.e.f; MoSW,e,cf;
NcU.e.cf; NNQccf; PU,e,n.f.i; UBQccf; UPB.e.cf
Ssu k'u ch'uan shu chen pen 6 chi r P

£ %

1^ %

CLU.ccf; CU-SB.e,cf; InU.ccf; KU,e,f; NcU.e.cf;
NNQccf; PU,e.n.f,i; UBQccf; UPB,e,cf
Ssu k'u ch'uan shu chen pen 7cfii \J? fit £ %
CLU.ccf; InU.e.cf; KU,e,f; NcU.e,c,f; NNC,e.c,f;
PU.e.n.f,i; UBQe.n.f.i; UPB.e.cf
/Vf£

Ssu k'u chiian shu chen pen 8chi

CLU.ccf; InU.ccf; KU,c,f; NcU.e.cf; NNC,e,c,f;
PU.e.n.f,i; UBC,e,n.f,i; UPB.e.cf
Ssu k'u ch'uan shu chen pen 9 chi wfy

r^^-A^

CLU,e.cf; InU.ccf; KU.e,f; NcU.e.cf; NNQccf;
PU,e,n.f,i; UBQe.n.f.i; UPB.e.cf
Ssu k'u ch'uan shu chen pen 10 chi v£>

j |

y

-f rjT

CLU.ccf; InU.ccf; KU,e,f; NcU,e,c.f; NNQe,c,f;
UBQe.n.f.i; UPB.e.cf
Ssu k'u ch'uan shu chen pen 11 chi

<Q

/

f^ ^%

CLU.e.cf; InU.ccf; KU.e; NcU.e.cf; NNQe.cf;
UBQe,n.f.i
Ssu ku chuan shu chen pen 12 chi v P / |
InU.e.cf; NcU.ccf; UPB, e.n.f,i
Ssu-ming ts'ung shu v?P

Q

f\^$t£

CLU.ccm; CSt-H,e.cm; CU-A.e; InU.e; KU.e; MnU.e;
MoSW.ccm; NNQe.cm; OrU.p; PU.e,n£i; UBQe.cf;
ViU.p
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Ssupupeiyao

£p

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU,e,n,m,o;
KU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e,c,f; NNQp,c,m; OrU,p,c,f;
PU,e,n,n%i; UPB,e,c,f; ViU,e,c,b
Ssu pu ts'ung k'an ch 'u pien x& 4^ $?jr J ifl 5&)
l

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU,e,n,m,o;
KU,e,f; MdU,e,c,f; MnU.e; MoSW.ccm; NcU,e,c,f;
NNC,e,c,m; OrU,p,c,f; U B Q e,c,f; UPB,e,c,f
Ssu pu ts'ung k'an hsti pien ^ # p ^

^I

CLU,e,c m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-A,e; InU,e,n,m,o; MdU,e,c,f;
MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e,c,f; NNC,e,c,m; OrU,p,c,f;
PU,e,n,m,i; UBQe,n,f,i; UPB,e,c,f
t

l

Ssu pu ts'ung k'an son pien \1P%^ %Jf \

0%

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e,c,f; InU,e,n,m,o;
MdU,e,c,f; MnU.e; NcU,e, c,f; PU,e,n,m,i
Sui ya chai ts'ung shu z§J&%[%^

%

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,e,c,f; InU,e; NNC,e,c,m;
UBQe
Sungts'angichen

^j&^'rf

CLU,e,c,f; InU,e; MnU,e; U B Q e
Sung Yuan tifang chih ^ ^ i\»

^,

CLU,e,c,m; InU,e; PU,e,n,f,i
Ta hua wen shih ts'ung shu

X^tL

CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-A,e; CU-SB,p,c,f; InU,e; MoSW,e,c,m
Tai k'un hsien che i shu JK%J^

%

InU,e; UBQe,c,f
Tai-wan wen hsien tsung k'an ^

X

3tJ%K_%JY \

CLU,e,c,f; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-A,p,c,f; CU-SB,p,c,f; InU,e;
KU,e; MdU,e,c,f; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,f; NcU,e; NNQp,c,f;
PU,p,n,f,i; UBQp.cf; ViU,p
Tang jen shuo hui

%k\&J^

CLU,e,c,f; CU-SB,e; InU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m; N N Q c c m ;
U B Q e ; ViU,e
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Tieh hua kuan ts'ung shu *

fy^t

J^t

CLU,e,c,m; CU-SB,e; InU.e; KU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m;
NcU,e; N N Q c c m
Tien lu lin long ts 'ung shu ^ ? £

%

C L U . c c m ; InU,e; NNQe,c,m; U B Q e
Tu shih ts'ung k'an

^.f.

^

1

<1

CLU.ccf; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e,c,f; InU,e,c,f; MdU,e,cf;
NcU.ccf; N N Q c c f
Ts'ung shu chi ch'eng chu pien ^

1£ 'Aj ^ i&H

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,cn,m,o; KU,e,b; MdU,e,c,f;
M n U . c c m ; MoSW,e,cf; PU,e,n,m,i; UBQp,n,f,i; ViU,p
Ts'ung shu chi ch'eng hsu pien ^

<| 1£ ^

jr% £fo

CSt-H,e,cm; InU,e; MdU,e,cf; NcU,e
Ts'ung shu chi ch'eng son pien

2~ bfo

^

InU,e; MdU,p,c,f; NcU.e
Tung-lai Chao shih ying shu ts'ung k'an <|? £j> Jj^ ^ f£

1| % L j * \

CLU,e,cm; InU,e; KU,e
Wan weipieh ts'ang fa ^

£ . ] jfc

InU,e; MnU,e; NcU,e; N N Q c c m ; UBQe,n,f,i
Wen hsien ts'ung pien

^J^fcjfo

CLU,e,cm; CSt-H,e,Cm; CU-SB,e; InU,e; MoSW,e,cm;
NcU,e; N N Q c c f ; U B Q c c f
Wen hsing ts'ung k'an X^1?5L*H
CLU,p,cf; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-A,p; CU-SB,p,cf; InU,e;
MdU,p,cf; N N Q c c f ; UBQp,cf; UPB,e,n,t;r
Wen hsiieh ming chu ti 3 chi ^.^>%%

%

CU-SB,p,cf; InU,e
Tin litsai ssu fang ts'ung shu
C L U , c c m ; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB,e,cf; InU,e; MnU,e;
NNQccm; UBQe
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Yin yun hsiieh ts'ung shu
CLU,e,c,f; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,e,c,f; InU,e; MnU,e;
OrU,p,c,f; U B Q e
Yingyin ssu k'u ch'iian shu 4 chung ^

£j> yp

^ \p jfc

InU,e,c,f; MnU,e
YU-han shan fang chi i shu i » &

ihjjj$rjHf i % %

CLU,e,c,m; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e;
MoSW,e,c,m; U B Q e
Yu wen hui pien ^ f - ^ ^ frj^j
CLU,e,c,f; CSt-H,e,c,m; CU-SB,p; InU,e,c,f; KU,e;
MdU,e,c,f; MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e,c,f; NNQe,n,f,r; OrU,p,c,f;
UPB,e,c,f
YU yuan ts'ung k'o* ^

ifi'&i'J

CLU,e,c,m; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e; MnU,e; MoSW,e,c,m; NcU,e
Yuan Shih-k'ai shih liao hui k'an

l

^j\ )£_f >( ^ -+>\
J

CLU,e,c,f; CSt-H,e,cm; CU-SB,e; InU,p; KU,e; MdU,e,c,f;
NNQe,c,f; PU,e,n,f,i; U B Q c c f
Yuan tai chen pen wen chi hui k'an - ^ ' K j

tyi-

\

f*J

CLU,e,c,f; CSt-H,e,c,m; InU,e; KU,e; N N Q c c f ; UBQe,c,f
Yiieh ya t'ang ts'ung shu * J|3 ^fif^
CLU,cc,m; CSt-H,e,c,b; CU-A,e; CU-SB,e; InU,e; KU,e;
MnU,e; NcU,e; N N Q e , c m ; OrU,p,c,f; PU,e,n,f,i; U B Q e ;
ViU,p
(* denotes that the set also appears in Paipu ts'ung shu chi ch'eng.)
Additions or corrections to the above list would be welcome. It is to be hoped that
some cooperative projects grow out of this survey. Should anyone have ideas for
other uses or applications of this data, I would be happy to share with them a floppy
disk containing the information.
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PU S H U ,

SUNNING T H E BOOKS

University of California, Davis

Phyllis T. Wang

Before the advent of modern technology when insecticides, steel cabinets, and
temperature and atmospheric controls were used to preserve Chinese books in their
traditional formats, book sunning was a convenient and widely used method to ward
off bookworms and prevent mildew. In the late Ch'ing and early Republican
periods, when modern libraries were first established in China, book sunning was
routinely included in their operation manuals as one of the necessary housekeeping
chores. As recent as in the 1950s, the National Taiwan University Library in Taipei
was known to have sunned its thread-bound books on the roof tiles. Most interest
ingly, in the new National Central Library building in Taipei (completed in 1986),
along with the abundant modern equipment and provisions for book preservation,
there is a balcony area designed for the use of book sunning. This balcony is located
adjacent to the preservation room on the fourth floor. The intent of this article is to
trace the historical and often colorful background of this commonplace practice.
Adhering to the custom of sunning the books proved to be a pivotal event in the life
of Ssu-ma I 3
, recorded by Wang Yin in his Chin shu. During the waning
years of the Han dynasty, Ssu-ma was summoned to appear before Ts'ao Ts'ao, the
powerful duke of Wei. Feeling still loyal to the Han and not wanting to serve under
Wei, Ssu-ma excused himself on the pretense of illness. It happened to be the
seventh day of July and Ssu-ma was out sunning his books. When this activity was
reported to Ts'ao, Ssu-ma was once again summoned. Thus began his illustrious
career with Wei that led to the eventual establishment of the Chin,dynasty by his
grandson. Ssu-ma had bestowed on him the title of Emperor Hsuan >|f fa .
1

Another tale of book sunning deals with a humorous man in the fourth century A.D.
by the name of Ho Lung
pJ. Ho prided himself on being a well-read man, a man
with a "bellyfur of literature and classics. On the seventh day of July, seeing the
neighbors all sunning their clothes, H o Lung lay on his back in the courtyard facing
the sun. When people asked him about this behavior, he replied, "I'm just sunning
the books in my belly."
2

Exposing items to the sun to prevent mildew and gnawing by insects and worms was
a common practice in ancient China. Books, alone with paintings, clothes, and furs,
were subjected to this treatment. Although July 7 was cited in the two anecdotes
above as the traditional date for book sunning, June 6 was also mentioned as an
auspicious day set aside for this undertaking. In a Ming dynasty guidebook on
Peking, the capital city of the time, the author, Liu T u n g , observed that "on the sixth
day of June the riding gear for the imperial cortege was sunned, while among the
denizens ... old scholars and poor women turned their torn books and tattered
clothes in the sun." Again, in the master calendar section of Ku-chm Vu-shu chich'eng, June 6 was n o t e d a s the day when scholars sunned their books, farmers their
wheat, and women their clothes. During the Ming dynasty on this day, the Imperial
Archive would sun the official histories and imperial writings in its collection. In
Wan-ch'uan county, Kiangsi province, every Buddhist temple would hold a gathering
to observe the sunning of rituals and sutras.
3

4
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The two dates were indicative of the season in which book sunning could best be
done. Since this activity was largely dependent on the cooperation of the weather,
to wait for a fixed date to fulfil this annual obligation might not be the most practi
cal thing to do. Regional differences also played a part m carrying out this obliga
tion. In the fifth century A.D., when books m China were still in the roll format,
Chia Ssu-hsieh suggested that "during the humid and hot season of the fifth month,
bookworms are hatched. If the books are not unrolled during the summer, there are
sure to be insects in them. Between the fifth month and the twentieth day of the
seventh month, book rolls must be unrolled and rolled three times." Ssu-ma Kuang,
the noted Sung dynasty collector, instructed his son to wait for a clear, sunny day
between the month of July and early September to carry out this activity. In fact, in
southern China August and September were thought to be a better time than July
because "in July the sun is so hot that it will dry up the pages. July is also the month
when rain showers will occur without warning.^
5

6

Little has been recorded as to how the task was actually carried out when the collec
tion contained hundreds and thousands of rolls and volumes. Sun Ts'ung-t'ien, per
haps, was the only bibliophile who left detailed instructions:
Book sunning should be done in the hot months of summer. It should
be done case by case, each taking a full day to complete. The books
should be placed on four planks, each measuring two feet wide and
fifteen or sixteen feet long. These planks are then placed on high
stools in the sun. The part with stitcnings should be on the top; then
the books should be turned, so that both sides will be sunned. [After
sunning], the books on planks should be put in an airy place and al
lowed to cool thoroughly before being returned to t i e cases. If it
rains, it is most convenient to move the books inside on these planks.
The best time for placing books on planks is early morning rather than
when the daygets hotter since sweat from hands may leave marks on
the books. The same rule applies when putting books back in the
cases. Check the title lists posted on the cases when placing books
back so that nothing will be amiss. If certain books need reminding,
make note of the tides so they can be taken care of. Book sunning
can also be done in early autumn.
8

The word "p'u", as in the term "p'u shu", means "to dry in the sun" or "expose to the
sun", according to the dictionary, Kang-hsi tzu tien (Taipei: 1979 edition). As to
whether books should be directly placed under the sun, Chia Ssu-hsieh, in his typi
cally plain-spoken manner, had this advice to offer: "[Book sunning] should be done
on a clear day in a spacious house which is aired and cool, and books should not be
exposed directly to the .sun for its rays will turn the paper brownish." In the late
Ch'ing and early Republican periods, when regulations governing book collections
were more formalized, this annual ritual was often referred to as shai
Uangtf&.Q%;"sun and air" or feng shai^tfJL
"air dry". Judging from the terms some
literatiused in naming their written works or their studios, such as Chao I's work
Yen-pu tsa-chi (Miscellaneous Notes while Sunning under the Eaves), or Chu
Tsun-i's studio Fu-shu-t'ing (Pavilion for Sunning Books), one may safely conclude
that true bibliophiles were aware of the perils of direct sunning and the activity was
often carried out under some kind of shading.
9

It appears that inventory activities also took place following the operation of sun
ning and airing. As Sun Ts'ung-t'ien instructs in the quotation above, proper
reshelving required checking the books against title lists posted in the book cases.
25

Books needing repair were also noted down at this time. In late Ch'ing and early
Republican times, academy and library regulations called for meticulous and careful
temporary assistants to be hired for making this inventory. Officials in charge of
these institutions were also required to make on-site inspections to ensure that all
volumes were accounted for.
For government collections during the Ming dynasty, the officials in charge were
members of the Han-linyUan
(Hanlin Academy). C h ' i u C h u n ^ f % , Grand
Secretary under Ming Hsiao-tsung, in 1493 memorialized the throne proposing the
establishment of a national policy of searching for and collecting books. Copies of
these books would then be made and deposited at three locations. H e further pro
posed that, every year during the hot summer months, personnel from the Hanlin
Academy would go to the depositories to supervise the sunning of the books. The
memorial met with the approval of the throne and the proposal was adopted.
During the Ch'ing dynasty, in anticipation of the completion of his grand imperial li
brary, Wen-ylian-ko £>fl i|3 , Emperor Ch'ien-lung appointed sixteen members from
the Hanlin Academy as sub-editors to oversee day-to-day operations at Wen-yflanko which included seasonal book sunnings. The appointments, stated the emperor,
were made to emulate the precedent established in the Sung dynasty, a time when
book collecting was entering a golden age.
11

12

13

It is also in the records of the Sung dynasty that we are shown a glimpse of the lavish
book-sunning parties given by the Sung emperors. These parties served to display
the imperial wealth and, at the same time, to air the collected items. Books, paint
ings, and imperial writings, as well as ancient vessels and inkwells, were exhibited.
Bookrooms were unlocked and guards posted at the doors. Wine and food were
abundant. Only officials above a certain rank were invited to attend. The parties
concluded with the emperor's bestowal of strings of cash and copies of books to the
officials invited whose names were then carved on tablets to commemorate the
event. We may infer that gathering for the annual book sunning was considered
among the literati of the time to be an event of great refinement. Poetry was com
posed on such occasions by friends of the emperor and scholar-officials. Besides
these imperial parties, the literati also had gatherings of their own for book sunning.
They would invite their friends to these gatherings and poetry would be composed.
One poem by Ch'ien Hsieh, which seems to have been written on such an occasion,
has survived in the collection, Sung shih chishUi.
14

15

In more recent times, when book collections had evolved into libraries for public
use, book-sunning days became official holidays for the libraries. The regulations
for the Number Two Kiangsu Provincial Library stated that the period for conduct
ing book sunning should not exceed twenty days each year. During this period the
library would be closed to the public - a practical necessity on one hand and a con
venient holiday on the other.
1 6

The collections amassed through the painstaking efforts of one generation, unfortu
nately, often became ovei^hemiing burdens to its posterity. In the hands of indif
ferent heirs, maintenance fell into disuse and collections deteriorated or were scat
tered. A case in point is the famous Tien-i-ko
Rfl
collection in Chekiang
province amassed by Fan Ch'in
during the Ming Chia-ch'ing reign (1522-1566).
In its hey day the collection boasted over seventy thousand volumes. By war and
through careless management, its number dwindled to thirteen thousand by the
Republican period. In a 1931 description of this collection, it was stated that the re
sponsibility tor maintenance was entrusted to six branches of the Fan clan, and that
trie annual book sunning existed in name only, when representatives from the six
26

branches gathered annually to unlock the doors and take a look at the collection.
No books were actually moved to be sunned and aired; consequently, most pages of
the surviving volumes bore evidence of being gnawed by insects and mice.
17

Even for government collections, the practice of book sunning was at one time
ceased by decree. Shortly after the completion of the imperially commissioned Ssuk'u ch'uan-shu, Ch'ing emperor Ch'ien-lung proclaimed that inept book sunning in
the government depositories often caused more damage to the books therein than
not sunning them at all. Henceforth, he declared, the practice need not be contin
ued. The sad state of a deteriorating collection was vividly described by Sun Shu-li
in his Shan-pen shu-shih chi. Referring to the Pao-ching-lou ^fSifcf^ Library of the
Lu family, Sun lamented: "[The descendants] have leased out the lower floor to be a
store house for medicines. The money set aside each year for book sunning was
squandered away during days of drinking bouts. When my friend and I did tran
scribing there, pages of books moved with the squirming of silverfish."
18

19

Besides book sunning, other preservation measures practiced in ancient China have
been expertly discussed by Tsien and Martinique.
These measures include
treating the paper with insecticidal substances, mixing book paste with special in
gredients, building book cabinets with certain woods to minimize dampness, and
using a fragrant herb, yun-hsiangi
( r u e l t o ward off insects. In times of neglect,
however, these measures too would tall by tne wayside.
20

21

Ku Jung, a Ch'ing dynasty poet and book collector, summed up the sentiments of
book sunning in his poem, "Thoughts upon Sunning the Books":
Cicadae buzzed in the warm breezes,
Trees in the yard rustled softly.
Long were the bright days seen through the window,
The scarlet sun blazed in its full glory.
No time to be scornful of idle dreamers,
I carried the fragments of my books to sun.
The scent of rue scattered with the wind,
The silverfish crushed under my hands.
Torn pages bore witness to the ravages of time,
Alas, my brushes were worn from collating.
I have never regretted that I emptied my purse for book buying,
I have never complained that my hands were calloused from copying,
Not totally impoverished yet, this bed, this roof are still in my possession.
Cared less and less for worldly concerns,
This collection was akin to my flesh and bones.
What could I hand down to posterity?
What an amount my life was too short to read?
Sighing while opening the pages - these words,
in whose eyes would appear?
Things assembled,
will b e scattered,
Shouldn't I know that is the natural law in life?
Laughing at myself and forgetting my weariness,
For now, let me put the books back m cases.
22
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22. Ku Jung fa % , "Pao-shu yu kan %s%fa ffK ," in Yeh Ch'ang-ch'ih, Ts'ang-shu chishih-shih -j&f i
(Soochow: Wen hsueh shan fang, 1931), v.5, p.19.
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SOME NOTES ON CATALOGING EAST ASIAN SERIALS

Scott Edward Harrison

Harvard Law School Library

Serial cataloging is governed by chapter 12 of AACR2R (chapter 12), corresponding
LC rule interpretations (RI), CONNER guidelines, and last, but certainly not least,
an elusive, unwritten, and unofficial body of procedures called "convention." With
such a large accumulation of rules, explanations, and advice, the cataloging of serials
should not be a very difficult task. However, my experience, and that of many oth
ers, indicates that just the opposite is true.
It is well known that very few people graduate from library school with the experi
ence and knowledge necessary to start cataloging serials without extensive on-thejob training. Chapter 12 is sketchy at best. The rule interpretations do not even
cover half of the basic problems encountered in day-to-day work. The CONSER
Editing Guide, while helpful, is by no means definitive and only adds to the confu
sion of the uninitiated. Serial cataloging "convention" is akin to oral literature and is
handed down from one cataloger to another: some hear the stories and some do
not. Fundamentally, we all learn to catalog serials by reading chapter 12, studying
LC examples, and direct instruction from experienced catalogers. I have worked at
three major institutions cataloging East Asian serials and have found definite varia
tions in cataloging practice at all three. Naturally there is considerable variety in LC
copy as well as in records input by OCLC and R U N members. Some of the varia
tions are minor and of little consequence. Others present problems of a more seri
ous nature ... especially to those who "carefully follow the rules."
In the process of recataloging the East Asian serials at the Harvard Law School l i 
brary, 1 ran afoul of "the rules" and CONSER practice more than a few times. It
soon became evident, if it hadn't been before, that AACR2R and its associated tools
were created in a Western language environment and could not possibly include
rules to apply to situations peculiar to Chinese, Japanese, and Korean works. As
more and more records were questioned by my reviser a n d / o r the C O N S E R Office
in Widener Library, more and more questions went to the Library of Congress for
solution. As a result, we discovered new ways of doing things, abandoned a few fa
miliar old practices, and, happily, confirmed many past procedures as acceptable. In
this article I would like to snare some of what we have learned with other catalogers
who may be interested. Some of what follows is general in nature and is drawn from
sections in the rules that seem to m e to be unclear or ambiguous on certain points.
Other matters covered relate only to East Asian serials.

Some Basic Concepts
The CONSER Program
Before dealing with specific examples, it might be worthwhile to touch on some of
the major characteristics of the CONSER program for the benefit of those who are
not participants and may be unfamiliar with some of the guidelines.
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A CONSER record is supposed to be a national level record for any given serial ti
tle. Ideally, it is a complete record which should contain all pertinent information
about the title. This means that individual libraries do not remove information from
serial records that does not apply to their own holdings. For example, the descrip
tion based on note in a record might give "Vol. 3 (1930)" as the issue in hand. An
other library which has volume 9 published in 1936 as its earliest issue would not
change the note to reflect its own holdings because this would in effect "downgrade"
the record. However, if another library had volume 2 published in 1929, the note
could be changed to reflect the earlier issue. Similarly, added entries for issuing
bodies, other title information, and notes containing information that do not appear
in issues held by the cataloging library are not removed from the record. Completed
information in the 260, 300, and 362 fields on the record for a dead serial would not
be deleted because a cataloging library does not have the first a n d / o r last issue.
However, if a cataloger has reason to believe that any or all of the information pro
vided is incorrect, the entire record can be altered to reflect the piece in hand.
These procedures run counter to the belief that serial records should be based only
on an institution's own holdings so as not to "mislead" readers by implying that the
library has something which in reality it does not. Many times I have seen cata
loging assistants take utility knife and liquid paper to LC printed cards to altar data
and avoid "misleading" readers. This practice is very disturbing to some while others
find it quite appropriate. In any case, there are, in East Asian circles at least, two
schools of thought on this matter and it is helpful to bear this in mind when working
with records from printed catalogs and data bases.

The Chief Source of Information
The chief source of information for printed serials is the title page. It is found at the
beginning of an item and contains trie title proper and often a statement of respon
sibility a n d / o r publication data. Any page that contains additional information is
not considered a title page. Consequently, a page listing an editorial staff is an edi
torial page and a page which has a table of contents is a contents page. Note espe
cially that neither of these pages are title pages by definition, regardless of place
ment in the issue or the prominent presence of a title proper.
Likewise, the title page for a separately-issued volume which is produced after the
completion of the first volume is not a title page for cataloging purposes. Due to
these restrictions, catalogers most often make use of a title page substitute which is
selected in the following order of preference as stated in AACR2R 12.0B1:
Cover
Caption
Masthead
Editorial pages
Colophon
Other pages
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Fitle page substitutes are not subject to the strict definition applied to the "title
page." Thus, the presence of a table of contents on the cover does not disqualify
that page as a title page substitute.
East Asian catalogers are especially fond of colophons and tend to prefer them over
other prescribed sources both in serials and monographs because the colophon is
where "the publisher puts the official information." AACR2R rule 12.0B1 permits
the colophon to be the chief source of information in "an oriental nonroman script
printed serial if the colophon contains full bibliographic information and the fol
lowing conditions apply:
a)

the page standing in the position of a title page bears only the title
proper

or

b)

the title page bears only a calligraphic version of the title proper

or

c)

the title page bears only a western-language version of the title proper
and other bibliographic information."

These conditions are fairly restrictive and will not often be encountered. It should
be emphasized that the colophon does not take prominence over the cover as a title
page substitute.
The selection and use of a "title page" or title page substitute plays an important role
in the descriptive portion of a serial record ana it is important to understand how
the rules operate in this area if one desires to catalog according to the rules.

The Specifics

Titles
Most of us have little difficulty in determining the title proper of a serial. There are,
however, a few problem areas. One of these problem areas involves words denoting
frequency such a s $ **\ and ^ f ] which come at the beginning of a title. At one time
it was common practice to drop these words. Current practice is to include them as
part of the 245 field if they appear on the chief source.
In a similar vein, it was once accepted practice to drop from the title proper the
name of an institution which appeared in smaller print as the head of the title on the
chief source. Typography is of much less concern under AACR2 than in earlier
rules and the current practice is to include such institutional names as part of the ti
tle proper and give the typographically prominent portion in a 246 fiela. This is not
to say that typography is currently of no concern. Take, for example, a serial which
began with trie title proper of Aoyama hogaku ronshu and later appeared as Kikan
Aoyama hogaku ronshu.
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Since "kikan" is in quite small type and does not appear in the colophon, LC does
not consider this to be a title change. What we have nere is the simple addition of a
statement of frequency. However, had the "kikan* appeared in larger type on the
chief source, it would have been a title change.
Another troublesome problem in titles is the occurrence of numbers and East Asian
calendrical dates. This most often occurs with annual publications but can also be
seen in other types of serials. Many East Asian catalogers, including some at LC,
have regarded East Asian numbering to be somewhat different than Western num
bering. The thinking is that it is the number itself and not the ordinal prefix that
changes and so the 245 field in the following example should be recorded as: "Dai...
shutsunyukoku kanri tbkei nenpd" Due to the influence of AACR2R Appendix C.8C
and 12.1B7, LC had concluded that both the number and the ordinal prefix are to be
dropped from the 245 field and the title recorded as: Shutsunyukoku kanri tbkei
nenpd? The same is true for a title which begins with a reign date. Both Showa and
the year are dropped from the title unless the reign date is grammatically linked to
the rest of the title by a phrase such as "ni okeru as in the title: "Showa 55-nen ni
okeru mayaku kakuseizai no gcakyd." In such a case, the title is recorded as "Shdwa...
-nen ni okeru mayaku kakuseizai no gaikyo.
n

n

Numeric and Chronological Designations
Choosing the correct numeric and chronological designation can also be a problem
when more than one system is used on the same issue. For cataloging purposes, the
choice is largely governed by the rules. Chapter 12, rule 123B2 instructs: "If a nu33

meric and/or alphabetic designation appears in more than one script, give the des
ignation that is in the language or script of the title proper." Although it does not
say so, the designations in more than one script or language referred to in the rule
must all be on the chief source in order for a selection to be made on the aforemen
tioned terms. This is elaborated on in RI 123B1 (Library of Congress Cataloging
Service Bulletin (CSB), No. 23 (Winter 1983): 19) which states: "record the numeric
a n d / o r alphabetic designation according to the way it appears on the chief source."
This is illustrated in the examples below.
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The numeric designation on the cover is "1983.1." The contents page and colophon
both give "1983 men ti 1 ch'i (tsung ti 1 ch'i)" and "1983 men lOyueh chu pan.* In this
case, the cover is the title page substitute and functions as the chief source. Conse
quently, the designation is taken from the cover and recorded in the 362 field as :
"1983,1-." T h e continuous number (which is referred to as an alternative numbering
system) is handled in accordance with R I 1 2 3 E : "Give in a note information about
a second or third system of numeric^alphabetic designation that either does not
identify the item or does not appear in the same source with the first system ... "
The corresponding note would be: "Issues for O c t 1983- called also tsung 1 ch'i- ".
The next question that arises in connection with this title is the issue of the chrono
logical designation.
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The Journal

Of

Political

The China
Science

University

And

Of

Law

(Quarterly)
Volum

I

October

No.

I

1913

Address to the Assembly of the Founding of the China University of
Political Science and Law
Chen Pl-Xian
Address to the Assembly ol the Founding of the China University ol
Political Science and Law
Hu Ql-ll
Introducing The University Journal
Uphold the Socialist Orientation and Strive for Running
Well the China University of Political Science and Law
Chen Zhuo
Further Strengthen the P e o p l e ' s Democratic Dictatorship
Qian Duan-sheng
The Positive Rde of the New Constitution in C h i n a ' s
Institutional Reform
Xu Chong-de
MaKing the Past Serve the Present,Abide by the New Constitution
Zhang Jin-fan
The Outstanding Contribution to Marxist Legal Theory
Some Understanding after Reading the ' S e l e c t e d Works ol
Deng X i a o - p i n g '
Cheng Xiao he,Liu Jln-guo
Ren Z h o n g - j i e . W a n g Qi-fu
On Legal System In Socialist China
Shen Zong-llng
On Promoting the Reconstruction of Legality and Morality
Zhang Hao
Some Problems of Marxist Theory of Crime (to be continued)
He B l n g - s o n g . C h a o Zl-dan
On General Principles of the Meting out of Penalty
Gao Ming-xuan
On Testimonial Objects in Criminal Procedure
Chen Quang-zhong, Zhou Guo-|un
On Civil and Administrative Means In Readjustment of
Economic Relationship
Jiang P i n g . Zhang Pel-lin
Certain Problems about the Object and Scope of the Chinese Civil
Law
Shi Vue
Environment, Environmental Problems and Environmental Law
Luo Dian-rong
On Output Quotas Contracts in the System of Production
Responsibility in the Countryside
Liu Chun-mao
Analysis of "The Rules of Flogging With S t i c k s * (a Punishment in
ancient China) during the Reign of "Jian Long" in Northern
Song Dynasty
Xue Mei-qing

( l )
(3)
( 5 )

( 7)
(11)
(13)
(19)

(23)
(30)
(37)
(«)
(51)
(51)
(65)
(71)
(76)
(»2)
(87)

Since there is no date on the cover, there is no chronological designation as far as
the rules are concerned. The *1983 men lOyiieh chu pan* is not and cannot be used
as a chronological designation because it is a publication date. The added table-ofcontents page in English bears what is undeniably a chronological designation,
namely: "October 1983." In accordance with the rules, the 362 field could be
recorded as: "1983,1 [Oct. 1983]- ." There is nothing in writing that prohibits this,
however (and here is where practice and convention enter the p i c t u r e \ L C prefers
to keep the body of the description in one language and would not include the date
in English taken from the added contents page. CONSER participants follow LC
practice in this regard.

"Founding" Issues
The previous two examples are more or less covered by the rules. The use of the
term
$t| % which is unique, to East Asian serials is n o t LC practice is to
r e c o r d ^ ' M j i n the 362 field when it is the only numeric designation on the chief
source. If ooth ^if'l % and a volume and issue number appear on the chief
source, fyfr] I §• is ignored and the volume and issue number are recorded in the 362
field. In cases where %\*r\\ -5 is recorded in the 362 field, L C leaves it to the
cataloger's discretion whether or not to add a note describing the numbering system
used elsewhere in the first issue or on succeeding issues. Such a note could read:
"Issue for June 1967 called also: che l-ho.
m

It should be noted on the topic of numbering that dual numbering systems are not
recorded together in the description based on note even if they appear together on
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the chief source. If the cover of an issue gives numeric designations such as "ti 4
chUan ti 8 chT as the main system and "tsung ti 43 chT as the alternative numbering
system, this is recorded in two notes as follows:
Description based on: Ti 4 chuan ti 8 ch'i, published in Aug. 1973; title from
cover.
Issues for < Aug. 1963-> called also <tsung ti 43 ch'i- >
Notes and the Extent of Information Provided
There is some debate on the subject of how much information a serial record should
contain and how much time and effort should be expended in ascertaining what are
often very involved changes in issuing bodies, numbering systems, and publishing
patterns (frequencies). Opinion runs from recording as little as possible to tracking
down and recording as many "significant" changes and variations as possible. The
former view is espoused by managers, head catalogers, and others who are con
cerned with cost effectiveness and do not believe in spoon-feeding readers." They
feel that a plethora of notes relating to changes in frequencies, numbering systems,
and issuing bodies is wasteful and meaningless to the reader. On the other end of
the spectrum are many reference librarians, detail-oriented catalogers, and most
certainly interlibrary loan people. The first element in this troika is well represented
by Mr. Eizaburo Okuizumi (a well-known serials enthusiast) of the University of
Chicago who maintains that the accurate recording of numbering information and
frequencies is essential for effective serials control. The strict recording of changes
in issuing bodies is also very valuable in the reference process, according to Mr.
Okuizumi. Interlibrary loan staff are often able to sort out a poorly-cited request on
the basis of a "full" serial record. Reference people, especially those who do not
read Chinese, Japanese, or Korean, are particularly avid supporters of "extra" in
formation on the oibliographical record.
Whether you find yourself on the "more" or "less" side of the debate, certain circum
stances often call for notes of one kind or another describing numbering irregulari
ties or suspension of publication and I would like to submit two observations on
such notes.
If a monthly periodical fails to publish the March and April issues one year, let us
record this in a note as: "Vol. 5, no. 3-4 not pubb'shed." rather than simply: Vol. five
complete in 10 nos."
For a periodical which was issued from January 1950 to May 1961 and August 1969
to December 1985,1 would suggest that the note read: "Suspended June 1961-July
1969." rather than "Suspended May 1961-Aug. 1969." I have seen both methods ap
plied and find the latter to be misleading, if not inaccurate.
Before we leave the subject of numbering, it should be mentioned that the abbrevia
tion "no." is not used in the collation. The only approved designation is "v." regard
less of what numbering the issues carry.
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East Asian Publication Dates
Multiple non-Gregorian years which are qualified with equivalent years in the Gre
gorian calendar are recorded in the following manner as prescribed in the RI for
1.4F8 (CSB, No. 45 (Summer 1989): 12):
Showa 22-Showa 45 [1947-1970]
An open publication statement is recorded as:
Showa 22-

[1947-

Note that the reign date is repeated in the first example. The form, "Showa 22-45
[1947-1970]," is not acceptable.

Language
One can find many variations in language notes on serial records from all sources
and it would seem that catalogers have some latitude in this area.
Basically, if a serial is entirely in Chinese, for example, with no added title or table
of contents in another language, there is no need for a language note. If the serial
had a parallel title in English (but text completely in Chinese), convention would
call for the language note: "In Cninese." This much is relatively certain.
Added tables of contents and summaries in Western languages constitute a gray
area. L C s general policy is to omit notes describing either feature. C O N S E R par
ticipants, however, may mclude such notes on their records. I feel that such notes
can be of value to researchers and reference people and that we would do well to
include them on our records.

Supplements
East Asian serials are rife with supplements and extra numbers of various kinds. If
a supplement is included within tne main numbering system of a serial, no note is
made regarding the presence of supplements. For example:
Vol. 3, no. 1 (Jan. 1978)
Vol. 3, no. 2 (Feb. 1978)
Vol. 3, no. 3: Supplement (Feb. 1978)
Vol. 4, no. 4 (Mar. 1978)
No note.
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Unnumbered supplements require a note.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1980)
Vol. 2, no. 2 (Feb. 1980)
Supplement to vol. 2, no. 2 (Feb. 1980)
Vol. 3, no. 3 (Mar. 1980)
Note: "Supplements accompany some issues."
Supplements which have their own numeric a n d / o r alphabetic chronological desig
nation are usually cataloged separately.
I hope that these few observations may be of some assistance to those who find
themselves cataloging East Asian serials. In conclusion, I would like to thank Mr.
Ben Tucker and Ms. Dorothy Glasby of the Library of Congress for their thorough
and cheerful replies to my many questions. I also want to thank Ms. Sandra Hop
kins and Mr. John B. Hostage, my colleagues in the Catalog Department at the
Harvard Law School Library, for their counsel and advice on serial cataloging
problems.
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MEETINGS AND C O N F E R E N C E S

Asian Studies on the Pacific Coast Annual Conference (Honolulu; 1989)
The 1989 annual conference of Asian Studies on the Pacific Coast was held at the
Prince Kuhio Hotel in Honolulu, June 30 to July 2.
A library panel, "East Asian Libraries," was organized by Teruko Kyuma Chin of the
University of Washington and chaired by Alan Kamida, University of Hawaii Library.
Panel participants included: Kenii Niki, T h e C. V. Starr East Asian Library and Its
Buddhist Collection," Columbia University Library; Mihoko Miki, "Japanese Fine Arts
Project at the Oriental Library, UCLA," University of California, Los Angeles;
Tsuneharu Gonnami, "Japanese Collections in Canadian Libraries," Asian Studies Li
brary, University of British Columbia; Shiro Saito, "Japanese Research Libraries: Im
pressions of an American Librarian," University of Hawaii Library.
The discussants were Eiji Yutani of the University of California, San Diego and Teruko
Kyuma Chin.
Dr. Masato Matsui, University of Hawaii Library, hosted a welcoming dinner for the
panel participants.
(Alan Kamida)

International Symposium on New Techniques and Applications in Libraries (Xi'an.
China: 1988)
The symposium was organized and sponsored by Ohio University Libraries (USA) and
Xi'an Jiaotong University Library (China) with the cooperation of the Center for In
formation Processing of the Kanazawa Institute of Technology (Japan). It convened in
Xi'an, Shaanxi Province, China, September 8 to 11, 1988 with more than one hundred
librarians and information scientists attending the four-day international conference.
The symposium emphasized the mutual exchange of experience and expertise among li
brary professionals from the United States, China, and other parts of the world.
There were sixteen keynote and invited papers and more than seventy contributed pa
pers given in seventeen sessions. The papers were divided into eight broad subjects:
applications of CD-ROM in the library, computer cataloging systems, computer circula
tion systems, the new library building of Xi'an Jiaotong University, library and informa
tion services, online information retrieval systems, library automation, and the miscella
neous usage of computers in the library. C E A L members attended and presented pa
pers including Karen Wei's (University of Illinois) "Computer Applications in East
Asian Libraries: Current Status and Future Trends" and Andrew Wang's (Online Com
puter Library Center) "The Role of OCLC in Promoting Chinese Culture." T h e pro
ceedings of the symposium (576 pages) were published by Xi'an Jiaotong University
Press in 1988.
(Karen T. Wei)
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SPECIAL R E P O R T S

Japanese Studies Librarians' Tour of Libraries in Japan
Reports of the Individual Institutions Visited

This report was compiled by Yasuko Makino and Mihoko Miki from the reports of the
other participants. This is the second part of the report on the Japanese studies librari
ans' tour in Japan which took place in the fall of 1 9 8 8 . We would like to report our ob
servations a n a experiences in the following four categories: I. Academic and National
Libraries; n. National Information Networks; ID. Research Centers and Archives; IV.
Publishing World.
I. Academic and National Libraries
At first glance, the seven academic libraries we visited looked very similar to those of
the academic libraries in the United States, in that they also have automated circulation
systems, reference desks, rows of card catalogs, etc. T h e significant difference stems
from the very basis or foundation from which Japanese academic libraries developed.
The majority of universities in Japan have their school and departmental libraries
within the campus. Traditional and sectarian boundaries are still so strong that coordi
nation among tnem seems very difficult, especially at large national universities.
Computer applications at university libraries have been carried out independently in
the past and little linkage existed between each system. Some libraries have utilized the
technology completely and exclusively and others have n o t O n the whole, many aca
demic libraries m Japan operate in more or less traditional ways. However, there have
been epoch-making developments in library automation in recent years that are greatly
influencing the academic horary communities.
(Mihoko Miki)

KElO GUUKU DAIGAKU
Center of Keio University)

KYOIKU J O H O SENTA (Educational

Information

Prof. Ryuei Shimizu gave a short welcoming speech followed by an introduction to the
background of Keio University by Mr. Masatoshi Shibukawa, the Executive Director of
the Center. KeiQ Gijuku Daigaku, established in 1 8 5 8 , is the oldest university in Japan.
The role of this Center is to provide service to the clientele using the resources avail
able in the four libraries at Keio. It has been the tradition of this Center to frequently
serve patrons outside the University. Actual lending of items is reciprocal with Waseda
University. Unlike most of the academic libraries in Japan, this university library has a
centralized management system within each campus. Yet, among the four individual
campuses in this university, there is no computer linkage. Prof. Masaya Takayama of
the Library School of Keio spoke to our group o n the education of librarians in Japan.
Tne Library Science Department of Keio University was founded in April 1 9 5 1 upon
the recommendation of SCAP G . H . Q . and the American Library Association. Robert
Gitler sent five American faculty members to this school T h e first program was a n un
dergraduate program that did not award the Master of Library Science ( M . L S J degree.
Prior to World War II educating librarians in Japan was done mainly by Toshokan
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Shisho Kydshujo which was operated by the Imperial Library of Japan. It was basically
a training center, and the qualification for admission to this center was to be a graduate
from middle school (10-11th grade); it was not in any way considered higher education.
In 1967 teaching of graduate-level courses at Keio began. Toshokan JOho Daigaku,
Aichi Shukutoku Joshi Daigaku as well as Keio Gijuku Daigaku currently offer the
M.L.S. degree. At the University of Tokyo and Kyoto University, M.L.S. students be
long to the Department of Education, since there is no separate horary science depart
ment. Although there are now master's courses and degrees available, one can still re
ceive a certificate to become a librarian by either acquiring five credits on library-re
lated courses in college or attending four weeks of Uaining for librarianship. Many
colleges and universities offer these library science courses to attract students. Annu
ally, 10,000 librarians are produced in this way. Only a fraction of them (300 at the
most) actually become librarians. After Professor Takayama's lecture, Mr. Shibukawa
gave us a detailed tour of the day-u>day operations of the library including technical
service's quick on-line cataloging, which was quite impressive. Discussions continued
over luncheon courteously provided by the University library.
(Yasuko Makino)
OSAKA DAIGAKU F U Z O K U TOSHOKAN (Osaka University Library)
The library of Osaka University, the second largest national university library in the
Kansai region, (Kyoto University Library being largest) was established in 1931 and is
internationally noted for its academic excellence in various fields. The library system
consists of the main library and three branch libraries. The main library is located at
the Toyonaka Campus, and holds over 1.5 million volumes mcluding some 7 3 0 0 current
periodical subscriptions. The library has a seating capacity of 866 for a student popula
tion of 13,000 and for 2,000 faculty. The university mcludes 1,200 foreign researchers
and 450 foreign students. The mam library's collection contains chiefly works in the so
cial sciences and humanities, and is also nch in rare books, manuscripts, the university
archives, and archives relating to the Osaka region. One of the most notable collec
tions, Kaitokudo Bunko, is in the main library. It is a collection of 37,000 volumes re
lated to the Kaitokudo Academy. The majority of titles are old Japanese and Chinese
books which are housed in the Rare Book Room on the sixth level of the stacks. The
books in this collection can circulate, with some restrictions and exceptions.
Reference service staff conduct computerized literature searches and also operate in
terlibrary loans. Using major computerized information retrieval systems, tne library
provides subject and author searches. They use over three hundred data bases such as
Chemical Abstracts, Biological Abstracts, Science Abstracts, and Japan Information
Center of Science and Technology (JICST) files. So far, the services are available only
to users having the authority to charge the service's expenses to a University account
(Eizaburo Okuizumi)
T E N R I D A I G A K U F U Z O K U TOSHOKAN (Library of Tenri University)
This library is most famous for its rare book collections. Our purposes in visiting this li
brary were to see its outstanding rare collections with our own eyes and to discuss rare
collection librarianship with the librarians and research staff of Tenri library.
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Our group was welcomed by Mr. Kazuhiko Kaneko, the chief editor of rare-book cata
loging, Mr. Teruaki Iida, Deputy Director of Tenri Library, and others of the library
staff. It was explained at the beginning of our visit that the library organization con
sisted of four departments: (1) the Service Department, including sections for periodi
cals, reference, circulation, and photoduplication; (2) the Cataloging Department; (3)
the Special Libraries Department which mcluded sections such as rare books, Tenrikyo
materials, and modern documents; and (4) the General Affairs Department, composed
of sections for accounting, binding, collecting, and administration. Tne collection of this
library comprises approximately 1.5 million volumes, with roughly two-thirds being
Japanese and Chinese books, and one-third being Western-language books, including
those of Arabic and African languages.
The collection of rate books includes 7,600 items, of which about 160 are designated na
tional treasures or priceless cultural properties by the Ministry of Education. Some of
the items observed were: Jesuit Mission printings of Japan, and Kirishitan-ban includ
ing Contemptus Mundi of 1610. Twenty-nine titles from these printings are known to
exist in various libraries throughout the world, of which eight are in Tenri. Some leaves
of Gutenberg's 42-line Bible, also present in the collection, are remarkable examples of
early printing. Rare Chinese items include editions from the Sung dynasty such as Liu
Meng-te wen-chi and Mao-shih yao-i.
Most of the collection consists of manuscripts, including the 14th-century manuscript,
Wamyo Sho, a dictionary of Japanese common and proper names, originally compiled
by Minamoto no Shitago in the tenth century. Meigetsuki, the diary of Fujiwara no
Teika, is an example of another excellent manuscript available at the library. Both have
been designated as national treasures. Among the literature of the Edo period, there is
the original edition of Basho's Kaiooi, dating oack to 1782; BaJdn Nikh, Bakin's diary;
and Saikaku's Jichu-hyakuin emaki, a pictorial scroll of one hundred haiku poems illus
trated and annotated by the author himself.
Besides written and printed items, there are many woodblocks of "joruri," amounting to
15,000 plates of about 350 titles. Motoori Norinaga's Teisei kokun Kojiki consists of 170
plates. About 2,000 plates from the seventeenth century are used for the works of the
kogido School of Ito Jinsai and his family. There are also about 50,000 movable
wooden types from the middle Edo period and some movable copper types from Korea.
As we went through the rare materials room, we saw interesting collections of Euro
pean celestial a n d terrestrial globes, forty-one in all, dating to the sixteenth century.
The truly rare materials are stored in special rooms built solely with Japanese cedar and
including cedar book shelves and book cases. The cedar walls are doubled and air is
constantly circulated between the two walls. This elaborate construction aims at com
batting the humid climate of Japan.
Since its foundation, some two hundred private libraries (bunko) have been acquired by
the library. Most of them have been kept in their original forms. Just to name a few,
they are: Wataya Bunko, collection ot renga and haikai books; Katsumine Shinpu
Bunko; Kawanishi Waro Bunko; Kitada Shisui Bunko; Kogido Bunko; Yoshida Bunko;
and Yasui Bunko.
The books are cataloged and shelved according to the Tenri Library classification sys
tem which is based on the Nippon Decimal Classification. The book catalogs appear in
the catalog series: (1) T.C.L. Classified Catalogues scries; (2) Tenrikyo document se
ries; (3) Catalogue of rare books; (4) Catalogue of the Kawai Collection; (5) Catalogue
of renga and haikai books in the Wataya Collection; (6) Catalogue of Periodicals; (7)
Catalogue of Chinese geographical works on China and neighboring countries; (8) Cat43

alogue of special books on the Christian Mission; (9) Catalogue of the Kogido Collec
tion; (10) Catalogue of Tenrikyo" Books; (11) Afncana; (12) Catalogue of books ac
quired from abroad by the Second Shinbashira; and (13) Catalogue of the Yoshidasninto" Collection.
Exhibitions and lectures are held on a regular basis. Our group was very fortunate to
have the opportunity to see an exhibition called "Chosen tsusninshi to E d o jidai no
hitobito." It was an extremely interesting and excellent exhibit which revealed to us the
library's rich Edo-period manuscript and document collection.
After the tour of the library, the group had an opportunity to meet Tenri's personnel.
According to Mr. Iida, the staff spend a significant amount of time compiling catalogs
for older materials and consequently there remains little time to service the newer ma
terials. Mr. Kaneko also explained how the library's vast collections were acquired in
the past, making the present collection possible. One of the questions raised by our
group was how one would differentiate rare books from ordinary books. Mr. Kaneko
explained that this assessment is somewhat subjective and a book's status must be deCl(Jed case by case. In conclusion, we received an article written by the Tenri staff deal
ing with the definition of rare books. Surprisingly, the publications of the E d o period
are not necessarily considered rare at the Term and Edo-period books are shelved
along with regular materials, indicative of the richness ana immensity of the Tenri
Library collection.
(Mihoko Miki)
KYOTO DAIGAKU C H U O TOSHOKAN (Kyoto University Central Library)
This is the largest university library in the Western region of Japan. The library moved
to the present location in 1984 where it enjoys a spacious 14,000 square meters to house
its 680,000 volumes. The campus also has fifty-five departmental libraries. T h e major
function of the central library is to provide better communication among these depart
mental libraries, since the operations of these libraries are not centralized.
In 1987, the central library became the center for foreign science journals for all the na
tional university libraries. The library is assigned to collect foreign science journals not
represented in other university libraries in Japan. This library is a sub-center and pro
vides services to the Kyoto, Shiga, and Nara regions. The host computer in the central
library connects with Gakujutsu J 6 h 5 Senta, the National Center for Science Informa
tion System (NACSIS). One hundred thousand books are purchased annually. Of this
number, 20,000 books are for the central library which focuses on the acquisition of in
terdisciplinary materials and expensive it ms. There is a problem here: the informa
tion about the remaining 80,000 books which go to the fifty-five departmental libraries
does not get into the on-line data base.
We examined the excellent collection of the Rare Book Room, which is maintained un
der ideal conditions for the books at all times. Besides numerous rare materials and
various documents, our group was particularly fascinated by the books and documents
which used to belong to the noble families in this ancient city.
(Yasuko Makino)
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TSUKUBA D A I G A K U T O S H O K A N (Tsukuba University library)
We visited the Central Library, one of the three libraries on the Tsukuba University
campus. Completed in 1979, the contemporary architecture with an award-winning de
sign was a perfect showcase for a modern library.
After a videotape for orientation to the library was shown, we had a brief tour of the li
brary. Bright interior with lots of sunshine, spacious public services and reading areas,
and roomy stack areas made the place attractive to library patrons. It was a cardless li
brary with forty on-line terminals for public use and all functions of the library services
were handled by an on-line system The vast collection of 15 million volumes was
housed in an open-stack system and was arranged by different subjects on different
floors: on the first floor pre-1971 materials, periodicals, newspapers and rare books;
geometry, current periodicals, and newspapers on the second; general works and hu
manities on the third; and social sciences, audio-visual materials, natural sciences, and
engineering on the fourth floor. Each floor is color coded and has both books and peri
odicals on the same subjects on the same floor.
The library has a comprehensive collection of publications issued by Japanese universi
ties and colleges and all are received as gifts from various institutions. It was quite an
enviable sight for us to see scores of laptop and personal computers available for pa
trons' use m the library. Information retrieval services are provided via four different
data bases currently used in Japan. The library is staffed with ninety full-time equiva
lent staff (FTE) and has an annual acquisition budget of 459 million yen (about
$350,000); almost 50,000 volumes are added yearly.
Over a half million volumes of an older collection that were originally collected by the
former Tokyo University of Education (Tokyo Kyoiku Daigaku; are stored separately
on the first floor and the holdings are not included in the automated library catalogs.
Many of them are prewar publications that are out of print and are being preserved
with special attention given to conservation.
(Soowon Kim)
T O S H O K A N J O H O D A I G A K U (University of Library and Information Science)
After a quick tour of the Tsukuba University Library, the group was taken to the
Toshokan Joho Daigaku, which is located within the Tsukuba research complex. Prof.
Masanobu Fujikawa, the president of the university, met us and talked to us about the
university.
This unique national university was established in 1979. The president went to consid
erable length to emphasize that, while the name implies that it is an institution primar
ily dedicated to preparing students for a career in library work like its junior college
predecessor, this is a new college, not affiliated with Toshokan Tanki Daigaku (the Ju
nior College of Library Science} in Tokyo, which became defunct with the establish
ment of this university. T h e major emphasis of this university seems to be on informa
tion technology, not on library science.
As a rule, Japanese libraries do not recognize the professional status of librarians. A li
brary science degree holder has no advantage in going into library work, work which has
relatively low status. Consequently, it is more attractive for the students to emphasize
information technology and seek employment in business and industry.
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Since its beginning, the university has been accepting 120 new students each year, and it
has about 550 undergraduate students currently. In 1984, its graduate school was
started with sixteen Master's degree candidates.
A very unusual feature of this university is that it has a children's library for the local
residents. The City of Tsukuba is a new city which grew up around the Tsukuba re
search complex. The children's library provides a very important facility for the com
munity which has a large number of highly educated young families affiliated with the
educational and the research institutions there.
(Eugene Calvalho)
T O K Y O D A I G A K U S 5 G O TOSHOKAN (University of Tokyo Library)
On the afternoon of October 25th, the group divided into two and one group visited the
University of Tokyo library. The University is the oldest national university in Japan,
founded in 1877; the graduate school system started in 1886. Today the University has
a student enrollment of approximately 20,000 and a full-time faculty of 3,700. It consists
of ten departments and a graduate school with eleven divisions, thirteen research insti
tutes and other affiliated institutions, and is known for the excellence of its faculty and
students. Many of its graduates have become leaders in the government, private, and
academic sectors of society. There are over nine hundred foreign students from over
fifty countries currently studying at the University. About 1,700 foreign scholars come
to the University annually.
The library system of the University has holdings of 5,700,000 volumes. Bibliographical
information is centralized but the libraries are physically separated into the units of
departments, institutions, and schools.
Many of the staff and several faculty members took time to give us tours, and discuss
topics varying from library services and management to the exchange of academic in
formation. They included: Dr. Haruo Kuroda, University Librarian, University of
Tokyo Library System; Mr. Eiichi Kurahashi, Associate University Librarian; Mr. Fujio
Yuasa, Mr. Akio Miyamoto, Mr. Satoru Ohno; Mr. Kensuke Kagaya, all of Shiryo
Hensanjo; and Ms. Tsutako Tsukagoshi, Associate, Shakai Kagaku Kenkyujo.
We were very impressed by the library's first-class special collections, excellent special
reference tools, buildings, and automated catalog and information systems. This library
system holds 40,000 current serial titles. The annual book budget is approximately 11.5
million dollars and the size of the staff is 325 FTE.
In addition to the general library, we visited the library of the Institute of Social Sci
ences. It was established in 1946 for the purpose of interdisciplinary studies in political
science, law, and economics. Ms. Tsukagoshi introduced some of their publications,
such as Shakai kagaku kenkyu (Journal of Social Sciences), Annals of the Institute of So
cial Science, Kenkyu sosho (Monograph Series of the Institute), Kenkyu hokoku (Joint
Research Series of the Institute), Chdsa hokoku (Research Reports of the Institute),
Shiryo (Materials and Documents), Bunken shiryo mokuroku (Bibliography of Materials
and Documents), University of Tokyo ISS Occasional Papers, and other multi-volume
monographs which cover the findings from the Institute's broad interdisciplinary
research projects.
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Another highlight of our visit was to see the holdings of the library of Shiryo Hensanjo
(Histoi iographical Institute of the University of Tokyo). It was so named in 1929 and
has five research departments, a library, a n d an administrative office. It has been pub
lishing Shiryo Hensanjo ho (Annual Report) since 1967. In addition they publish: Dai
Ninon shiryo (since 1901), Dai Ninon komonjo (since 1901), and other notable titles.
We had a rare chance to see the archives of the Shimizu family of Satsuma. This par
ticularly impressed Dr. Matsui, one of our group members, whose dissertation topic was
related to this material. The library has over 450,000 items of various kinds of historical
materials and it is open Monday through Friday to qualified visitors. A guided tour of
the Exhibition Room led by professors may be arranged for groups having made written
application prior to the visit.
(Eizaburo Okuizumi)
KOKURITSU KOKKAI TOSHOKAN (National Diet Library)
The National Diet Library (NDL), modeled on the Library of Congress was established
in 1948. It inherited most of the collection of the Imperial Library which held a comrehensive collection of materials published since the Meiji period. Just like the
ibrary of Congress, it provides services to Diet members, the government, and the
people of Japan. It is the depository by law for all publications in Japan, although the
law is not one hundred percent enforceable. Because of this depository function, the li
brary can produce the data bases of weekly domestic publications as Ninon zenkoku
shoshi.
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The National Diet Library consists of the Main Library, the Detached Library in the
Diet, the Ueno Branch Library, Toyd Bunko, and thirty-five other branch libraries in
the government. The Library purchases books high in demand as well as old and for
eign books not obtainable through exchanges or gifts. Since its establishment, acquisi
tion through international gifts and exchange agreements plays an important role in
building the library's collection. The materials of the library are available to anyone
twenty years of age or older, regardless of nationality. No loan of materials is made to
any individual, although interlibrary loans between libraries can be carried o u t The li
brary has various services but a service which might be of particular interest to the
readers of this Bulletin is its international cooperation. It represents all Japanese li
braries in working with libraries around the world. The services included here are: ex
change of government and private publications with foreign countries, reference
service, photoduplication, interlibrary loan, exchange of bibliographic information, etc.
An introductory brochure on the library and its services in English is available upon
request.
Automation of the library started as early as 1960.
In 1981 distribution of
J a p a n / M A R C was started. The system issued the world's first record in Chinese char
acters. It processes 1,100 titles of bibliographic information weekly; this data base con
tained 717,574 records as of June 1988.
After a conducted tour of the Library including the new annex now being completed,
and a look at the section inputting bibliographic information with impressive speed, a
meeting attended by librarians from both sides of the Pacific Ocean was held. Its pur
pose was the exchange of information and the expression of concern and of opinion on
topics of mutual interest The most seriously discussed topic was the exchange of gov
ernment publications. The National Diet Library receives limited numbers of copies of
Japanese government publications and almost all of them have been already committed
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to the institutions worldwide with which it has exchange agreements. It also has bud
getary constraints just as we do and it is extremely difficult to start a new exchange
agreement, especially with institutions within North America where there are already
three full depositories and a few partial depositories of Japanese government publica
tions. The National Diet Library sends some material for exchange through the Smith
sonian Institution and does not have any control beyond that point. A patron with an
urgent need for a specific title should write to the International Cooperation Division of
the National Diet Library. I would like to add that Mr. Atsumi Kumada of the Division
has already taken action on this matter and has sent a long list of the library's duplicates
from which some of the U.S. libraries have benefited.
Luncheon was held in our honor and the discussion was continued there and later at the
dinner in a small, but cosy Japanese-style restaurant in Shinjuku. We chose almost the
worst day for our visit to the N D L because it coincided with the annual conference of
the Japan Library Association beingheld on the same day as our visit to various places
in Tokyo, and the librarians of the N D L were extremely busy. Our deepest apology and
heartfelt appreciation go to them for their kindness, sacrifice, and thoughtfulness and
for all the attention they gave to our group.
(Yasuko Makino)
II. National Information Networks
GAKUJUTSU J O H O SENTA (National Center for Science Information System)
NACSIS was established in April 1986 to succeed the Center for Bibliographical Infor
mation as a nationwide information network. Its purposes are defined as to collect, or
ganize, and disseminate information and to conduct comprehensive research and devel
opment in information science and information systems.
The on-line shared cataloging system (NACSIS-CAT) constructs union catalogs of
monographs and serials through cooperative data entry from participating academic li
braries for cataloging, interlibrary loans, acquisitions, and other cooperative efforts.
The information retrieval system (NACSIS-IR) includes four types of data bases: union
catalog of monographs and serials holdings in universities and academic institutes in
Japan, national bibliographies, abstracts and indexes data bases from outside sources,
and data bases created by NACSIS. As of July 1988, the data bases accessible through
the system are Life Science Collection, MathSci, Compendex, EiEngineering Meetings,
Harvard Business Review, ISTP & B, EMBASE, Social SciSearch, SciSearch, A & H
Search, Grant-in-aid Research Reports, Index to Dissertations, Conference Papers of
Academic Societies and Associations, Full Test Database, Japan M A R C , LC MARC,
UK MARC, T R C MARC, Union Catalog of Japanese Periodicals, Union Catalog of
Foreign Periodicals, and Database Directory.
International cooperation is being developed. The cooperation between the National
Science Foundation, U.S.A. and NACSIS started in 1987. The interconnection with the
European Academic Research Network and cooperation with Asian countries to ex
change information are under exploration. The OSI-based electronic mail system at
NACSIS provides nationwide electronic mail. It also makes possible interconnection
between U.S. and European scholarly networks. The Center also provides on-the-job
training for staff from the member libraries in their efforts to better library automation.
(Kevin Lin)
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Following welcoming remarks from Dr. Hiroshi Inose, the Director, and the viewingof
a very impressive and excellent videotape for orientation to the center's operation, Dr.
Hitoshi Inoue gave the tour and the demonstrations of the system in small groups. For
clarification, the Science Information Sytem covers science, social sciences, and hu
manities. There are small charges for calling up the data base, acquiring secondary in
formation and output, but communication and electronic mail are free of charge. Ques
tions and answers continued throughout the luncheon.
(Yasuko Makino)
NIHON KAGAKU G U U T S U J O H O SENTA (The Japan Information Center of
Science and Technology)
JICST was founded in 1957 as a central information service organization in Japan in the
fields of science and technology. It is financed by the government. It collects and pro
cesses scientific and technical information comprehensively worldwide and makes it
available quickly and systematically to users. JICST has offered an on-line service
called JICST On-line Information System (JOIS) since 1976 and in 1987 it added the
Scientific and Technical Information Network (aTN), the international service of En
glish-language files (JICST-E), based on JICST files on science and technology and on
medical science in Japan for overseas users of the American Chemical Society's Chemi
cal Abstracts Service(CAS) and Fachinformationszentru ( F I Z Karlsruhe) in West
Germany. This last was an epoch-making event. In January 1990, JOIS-ITl will become
available.
In this connection, besides the on-line service JOIS, JICST is engaged in publishing
enormous numbers of abstracts of journal articles, conference reports, etc., photocopy
ing and translating works in science and technology. The major work at JICST is the
preparing of indexes and abstracts of 600,000 (200,000 domestic and 400,000 foreign)
scientific and technological journal articles and reports. One project which might be of
interest to readers of tnis report is that machine-assisted translation, still in the experi
mental stage, will soon become available.
(Yasuko Makino)
III. Research Centers and Archives
K Y O T O D A I G A K U JINBUN KAGAKU K E N K Y D J O (Kyoto University Research
Institute for Humanistic Studies)
On the afternoon of October 21, the group visited this famed institute. The director
gave us a brief introduction to its history. It was established in 1949 by combimngthree
separate research organs, Jinbun Kagaku KenkyOjo (started in 1939), Tohb Bunka
Kenkyuio (started 1938), and Seiyo Bunka Kenkvuio (started 1946 but before then
called Doitsu Bunka Keiucvujo which started in 1934). The primary purpose of the in
stitute is to promote interdisciplinary group researches of cultures and societies around
the world. This institute breaks down roughly into three groups: Japan studies, Eastern
studies, and Western studies. There are eighteen research sections and three documen
tation centers of which the Documentation Center for Oriental Studies (Toyogaku
Bunken Senta) is most well known for its publication of the Annual Bibliography of Ori
ental Studies (Toyogaku Bunken Ruimoku). Group research activities are conducted in a
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three-year cycle for European research and a five-year cycle for East Asian research.
At the end of each cycle, the result of each research is published. The institute has
published about 110 titles over the years, but only about 50 percent of the titles were
published commercially. The remaining titles were published by this institute and are
not for sale (hibaihin). They are generally available only on official institutional ex
change of publications. The group expressed the general concern of Asian studies li
brarians about the difficulty of obtaining their "not for sale" materials.
The institutes library collection totals some 390,000 volumes of which 250,000 deal with
Chinese classics and sinology. The remaining ninety thousand volumes are mainly
composed of books on modern Japanese history, European publications on Japan, and
books on French social thought and history in the eighteenth and the nineteenth cen
turies. The major collecting emphasis is to gather materials for specific research activi
ties and the library does not collect rare books unless they have specific research value.
After a brief discussion, some members of the group went to look at the Chinese collec
tion which was held in another building, while the remainder of the group continued the
tour of the collections held within the main building.
(Eugene Calvalho)
KOKUSAI NIHON BUNKA KENKYU SENTA (International Research Center for
Japanese Studies)
We left Kyoto University at 3:30 p.m. to visit the temporary quarters of the Interna
tional Research Center for Japanese Studies in Oharano, Kyoto. This center was es
tablished in May 1987 as a national inter-university research institute of the Ministry of
Education, Science and Culture. The main aim of this center is to facilitate interdisci
plinary research on Japanese culture by bringing together Japan scholars from all cor
ners of the world to conduct joint research. It defines Japanese culture in the broadest
terms and emphasizes joint research with an international scope.
Another key aim of the center is to collect publications on Japanese studies from
around the world. The library is projected to hold about 150,000 volumes, mostly pub
lished outside Japan. Curiously, this library will not collect Japanese-language publica
tions beyond the basic needs. The library collection currently contains about 20,000
volumes and, by 1990, its catalog will be on-line. This center has an ambitious plan for
a nation-wide data base network which includes bibliographic data of its library hold
ings, an index to Japan-related journal articles, a who's who of Japan specialists, a direc
tory of institutions concerned with Japan studies, and the catalog of Japan-related au
dio-visual materials. In addition, a variety of data bases produced by other related
agencies, such as the Gakujutsu Joho Senta, Kokubungaku Kenkyu Shiryokan,
Kokuritsu Rekishi Minzoku Hakubutsukan, and the Japan Foundation, could b e incor
porated into this network. It is envisioned that many Japan-studies institutions around
the world will have access to this network via communications satellite, and this center
could become the clearinghouse of research information on Japan.
The permanent facilities which will be located near the famous Katsura Imperial Villa
is currently under construction, and the center is expected to move to the completed fa
cilities in 1990-1991. The group members expressed their support for the center's un
dertakings and their hope for a close working relationship with the center in the future.
(Eugene Carvalho)
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This institute was founded by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture in 1972 at
the request of the academic community and on the recommendation of the Japan Sci
ence Council. It was to be a national and international center for research and docu
mentation in the field of Japanese literature. The functions of the institute are: (1) to
conduct bibliographic surveys and analyses of approximately 7,000 texts of pre-1868
Japanese literary works annually; (2) to collect, survey, and analyze materials (5,000
items per year) tor microfilming; (3) to catalog and index the materials acquired; (4) to
provide bibliographical data base service; (5) to acquire, catalog, and index current re
search in the field, etc. The institute is composed of four divisions and one department:
administration, literary documents, research information, bibliographic and reference
service, and historical documents department. In the scholars' tireless efforts to conduct
surveys of Japanese literary materials, they have divided Japan into four geographical
areas throughout which over eighty university faculty members seek pre-Meiii materials,
even in remote areas. The institute preserves materials not only on microfilm, but also
in hard copy in order to make these materials easily accessible to the institute's users.
Their catalogs of manuscripts and printed books in microfilm are important reference
tools for many libraries.
(Mihoko Miki)
We had a lengthy discussion with Prof. Yasuo Honda and his staff about our needs and
possible ways of fulfilling them. From our perspective, it was an extremely exciting and
fruitful visit.
(Yasuko Makino)
KOKURITSU SHIRYOKAN (National Archives for Premodern Documents)
We were running behind the scheduled time, but Prof. Shuichi Yasuzawa kindly an
swered our numerous questions, listened to our needs, and gave us many valuable sug
gestions and ideas.
The main purpose of this archive is to collect, process, and preserve premodern docu
ments and make them available for the use of researchers and also to conduct surveys
and research on this type of material. Administratively, this archive is a part of the Na
tional Institute of Japanese Literature. Besides collecting documents and records, mi
crofilming of important documents are also conducted by this archive. Publishing cat
alogs of its collection of over 500,000 items is another important function, and many
catalogs are already available. The reading room is open six days a week and filming of
the documents is usually allowed as long as the request is sent in in advance. Results of
the research and surveys done by the archive's faculty members are published in
Shiryokan kenkyu fdyo (Research Bulletin of Shiryokan) and Shiryokan shozo mokuroku
ichiran (List of Collections in Shiryokan). Other important functions of this archive are
conducting workshops annually on handling premodern documents and publishing
Shiryokan ho (Newsletter of Shiryokan) to increase knowledge and skills in dealing with
documents and records. Producing facsimile editions of the archive's documents is an
other important activity. This is published as Shiryokan sosho.
(Yasuko Makino)
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KOKURITSU KOBUNSHOKAN
BUNKO (Cabinet Library)

(National Archives of Japan) and

NAIKAKU

The Librarian of Kokuritsu Kobunshokan welcomed us with a brief talk on the library's
history and organization. The library has three departments: shomu-ka, which deals
with personnel, accounting, and administration; kobunsho-ka, which manages official
government documents deposited by the various government bodies; and Naikaku
Bunko-foj, which treats all the materials held by Naikaku Bunko. Mr. Nagasawa, in
charge of Naikaku Bunko, took us into its stacks where he discussed some of the prob
lems confronting the administration, preservation, and restoration of these materials.
He told anecdotes about how some of the materials have been designated national trea
sures and important cultural property and how this has burdened the staff with restric
tions and difficulties.
Kokuritsu Kobunshokan receives from each department of the Japanese government
the official government documents which, after a certain period, are no longer of active
use. They are evaluated, cataloged and treated to preserve them against deterioration.
At the same time, the staff engages in research work and, twice a year in spring and fall,
exhibits the materials in the collection. The public is invited to view beautiful displays
of interesting and rare materials, and the exhibition catalogs of these displays are pub
lished. Meanwhile, the importance of proper preservation is stressed, due to wear and
tear and to the disappearance of some of the materials. The need to keep all govern
ment documents in one place was agreed upon by the results of a public opinion poll.
In November 1959, Nihon Gakujutsu Kaigi (Japan Scholarly Congress) presented to the
prime minister a recommendation to establish the library to accommodate all such ma
terials in one place. In September 1961, Kobunsho Hozon Seido nado Chosa Renraku
Kaigi (Conference on Preservation System of Government) was established. The pre
decessor of the Naikaku Bunko had been established in 18/3 by Dajokan and, in 1885,
the Naikaku (Cabinet) was established and the name of the library became Naikaku
Bunko. Chinese classics in Sung and Ming dynasty editions, Japanese classics of rare
quality, and national archival materials were collected and preserved, and all important
official records issued by Naikaku Sorifu have been deposited there since 1861. When
the Kokuritsu Kobunshokan was established, it was decided to house the materials in
Naikaku Bunko in the same building.
The archive was built of steel and concrete with four stories above the ground and five
levels of stacks underground, all kept constantly at a temperature of 22 degrees centi
grade and 55percent humidity. The stacks are of steel, with wooden boards placed on
each shelf. Tne books are shelved horizontally in piles, due to the nature of the bind
ings of Japanese and Chinese rare books and manuscripts. Many of the rare, highquality sets are kept in wooden paulowma boxes. The stacks are forty kilometers in
length with a capacity of one million volumes. Persons over twenty years of age can use
the reading room.
The nucleus of Naikaku Bunko is composed of several important collections:
Momijiyama Bunko, a reference collection of the Tokugawa government; Shoheizaka
Gakumonjo Collection, begun by Hayashi Razan and continued by his descendants,
concentrating on the materials of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Japanese history;
the Wagaku Kodansho Collection, which Hanawa Hokinoichi collected; the Tddaiji
Temple Archives; the Kofukuji Temple Daioin Archives; the Oshikoji Family and Bojo
Family (both nobility) Archives; Kuchiki Family and Ninagawa Family (both of the
warlord class) Archives; and Edo government diaries and collections of laws and regula
tions, translations of foreign books on the subjects of medicine, science, and culture,
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and Japanese government documents since 1868. The library's holding are about
530,000 volumes, some of which are designated important cultural properties.
Some of the publications of the library are: Naikaku Bunko Kanseki bunrui mokuroku
(published in 1956), Naikaku Bunko Kokusho bunrui mokuroku (1967), Kita no mam
(Kokuritsu Kobunshokanho), and Kokuritsu Kobunshokan nenpo.
We also had the opportunity to view the new impressive exhibit entitled "Meiji no
kindaika to kokusai Koryu."
(Mitsuko Ichinose)
IV. Publishing World
The publishing business in Japan is a medium- to small-scale industry. The total num
ber of publishing houses is 4,258, 80 percent of which are concentrated in Tokyo. As to
the system of distribution of publications, more than 60 percent of all publications are
distributed through a major route-from publisher to wholesaler to book store. In re
cent years, two new distribution routes have been developed. There is the one in which
publishers deal in direct sales and the other in which book dealers practice door to door
sales. Almost all publications in Japan are sold under a fixed nationwide price system;
therefore, book stores are not free to reduce their prices. Because the final retail price
as set by the publisher is clearly printed on each publication, this specified price be
comes the basis for calculating transactions between publishers, wholesalers, and book
stores.
For the past several years, publishers, wholesalers, and book stores have respectively
developed on-line data bases. The major two wholesaler data bases we observed on
this tour were Nippan's NOCS and Tonon's T O N E T S systems. These data bases are
not only connected with book stores in order to locate materials and facilitate ordering
but also are connected with libraries to provide them with bibliographic information on
books. An on-line data base developed by Kinokuniya Book Store is called KINOD I A L and is used solely to facilitate searching, ordering, and receiving books for pa
trons at the book store.
(Mihoko Miki)
N I H O N SHUPPAN BOEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA (Japan Publications Trading
Company, Ltd.)
The Japan Publications Trading Company has been our long-time, faithful, good friend
through good times and bad. We asked Mr. Akio Takeuchi if our group could visit the
company during our tour so that we would be able to better understand the company's
operations. The company is located in Kanda in the center of Tokyo. Our group was
welcomed by the president, Mr. Toshio Murayama; managing director, Mr. Satomi
Nakabayashi, and others. After a brief discussion and period of questions and answers,
we were introduced to the day-to-day operations of the company and given demonstra
tions of the on-line computer systems.
(Yasuko Makino)
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KODANSHA
The visit to Kodansha was arranged through the courtesy of the members of Nihon
Shuppan Gakkai (Japan Society of Publishing) and Mr. Katsuhisa Kato, an executive of
Kodansha and Vice President of the Japan F o r u m Because of our group's extremely
busy schedule, we incorporated our discussion session with the officers of this Societyall of them established scholars in the field of publishers and publishing- at the offices
of Kodansha. Prof. Hideo Shimizu (President) and Prof. Taketoshi Yamamoto (Vice
President) of the Japan Society of Publishing met our group and introduced us to the
Kodansha staff.
Represented at the meeting were staff members of Kodansha,
Kodansha International, and the newly-formecT Kokusai Bunka Forum (The Japan
Forum), as well as other officers and members of Nihon Shuppan Gakkai. After intro
ductions, some discussion, and questions and answers, a tour of the company, including
its extraordinary library, was given. The library collection consists not only of their own
publications, but also of outstanding collections of books and journals published in
Japan since the turn of the century. Most impressive was their numerous complete runs
of ceased journal publications of all kinds including numerous children's magazines, of
which many of us on the tour were once devoted readers. They made us f e e l a s though
we had met old friends long ago forgotten. It was a superb collection, one we did not
expect to find in a publishing house! Discussions with t i e members of Nihon Shuppan
Gakkai and the Kodansha staff continued through a dinner joined by more members of
the Nihon Shuppan Gakkai.
Kodansha was established in 1909 and grew to be by far the largest publishing house in
Japan. It employs over one thousand people, with annual sales exceeding 145 billion
yen (100 million US dollars). It started out in the field of magazine publishing, but
since the end of World War II, it expanded its activity to include publishing books also.
Many of you will know it as the publisher of the epoch-making Kodansha Encyclopedia
of Japan. In the past decade, it has expanded its activity into films.
Kodansha International Ltd., which specializes in English-language publications and
publishing books relating to Japanese and Asian culture, has become a familiar name to
many American librarians. We also learned of the scope of activities and the purpose
of the newly established Japan Forum. This is something worth watching for in the field
of Japanese studies.
(Miki & Makino)

An Efficient Way to Copy and Insert Fields
into O C L C CJK Records

Since the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) Chinese-Japanese-Korean (CJK)
cataloging system was made available to libraries in 1987, more and more East Asian
libraries have become users of i t If one can master the skills of inputting and copying,
one will save a lot of time and will find the system enjoyable to use.
In my article "An Efficient Way to Input Fields and Character Strings into O C L C CJK
Records" in the CEAL Bulletin, no. 83 (February 1988), p. 41-42, I d e s c r i b e d several
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ways for inputting a CJK record. Now I would like to elaborate on the method of
copying and the technique of inserting a new field.
1.

Copying the call number from fields 050 or 090 to field 099.
In addition to the method described in the above-mentioned article, the
most efficient way is to:
1)

Move the cursor to the line number for 050 or 090.

2)
Change the line number of 050 or 090 to the line number for 090
in the next line.
3)

Change 050 or 090 to 099.

4)
Change delimiter ^ D " to ^ a " and insert ^ a " before date. If there
is more than one Cutter number appearing in the call number, insert an
additional ^ a " before the Cutter number.
5)
2.

Press < A D V LINE > < SEND > to send the message.

Copying two or more CJK personal names or corporate bodies from field
245 to fields 700 or 710.
1)
Move cursor to the position one space before the CJK personal
name or corporate body to be copied to 700 or 710.
2)
Press < R E T N > or < C T R L > < R E T N > to bring the CJK per
sonal name or corporate body to the next line.
3)
Press < I N S R T > , type a start-of-message sign (•), a new line num
ber, field tag and indicators, all with proper spacing.
4)
Move the cursor to the end of the CJK personal name or corpo
rate body. If the CJK corporate body is less than one line long but is split
and takes up two lines on the screen, bring it together into one line.
5)
Press < C T R L > < R E T N > to add the paragraph mark (1),then
press < S E N D > to send the message.

3.

Insert CJK text into fields.
You can use the methods that I mentioned in the article cited above but
let me describe another even better way:
1)

Suppose you have a field 15.5 to be inserted.

2)
Move the cursor to line 16 one space before the start-of-message
triangle
3)
Press < I N S R T > and type the start-of-message triangle, 15.5 for
the line number, the field tag and the indicators, with spacing as required.
You will see line 16 move along to the right.
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4)

Type the proper CJK headings as required.

5)
Press < C T R L > < R E T N > and line 16 will return to its proper
position.
6)
Press < S E N D > to send the message and field 15.5 will be added.
The field will be renumbered as a whole number after reformatting.
4.

Move a field from one place to another.
Suppose you have field "15 500 Description based on:..." and field "16 515
Issues for
the line numbers should be switched with each other. The
regular way to do this is:
1)

Move the cursor to field 15, change line number 15 to 16.5.

2)

Press < ADV LINE> < S E N D > to send the message.

3)
Reformat. When the cursor is at home position, type 15, press
< C T R L > < R E T N > simultaneously to delete field 15.
Another way to delete a field is to move the cursor to one space after the
line number and press < C T R L > < R E T N > simultaneously.
In some cases, after reformatting, field 15 remains "500 Description based
on: ...", field 16 also carries "500 Description based on: ..." and field 17 is
"515 Issues for
when that occurs, follow the steps below:
1)

Move the cursor to line 17.

2)

Change line number 17 to 15.

3)
Press < A D V LINE>
copied to line 15.
4)

< S E N D > ; anything on line 17 will be

Delete field 17 and reformat the record.

As in the example mentioned above, if you simply want to exchange the line number for
two fields, the most efficient way to do it is to change line 15 to 16, press < A D V
LINE> < S E N D > , then change the original line 16 to 15 and again press < A D V
LINE > < SEND >. After you press < NS > or < R F >, you will see that both fields have
been moved to new positions.
If you have two or more identical-subject headings, each with different subdivisions,
then using the copying method is much faster and typing mistakes are avoided. For ex
ample, if you have field "15 650 Chinese literature f z Taiwan" and you want an addi
tional field "16 650 Chinese literature + z Hong Kong", you simply move the cursor to
field 15, change line number 15 to 16, move the cursor to delimiter *+z", chance
"Taiwan" to "Hong Kong", press < A D V U N E > < S E N D > and reformat. Field 16 will
then be added to the record.
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Undoubtedly, being equipped now with both these additional tips and the tips included
in my previous article, you should find that the OCLC CJK system is one that can be
used with ease and efficiency.
(Abraham J. Yu)
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W H A T S NEW IN TECHNICAL PROCESSING

COMPILING LISTS O F SUBJECT H E A D I N G S

Joy Kim

University of Southern California

I had an opportunity to report briefly on the recently published Library of Congress
Subject Headings Related to Korea and East Asia in General (Ann Arbor: Association
for Asian Studies, Inc., Committee on East Asian Libraries, Subcommittee on Technical
Processing, 1989) at the Subcommittee on Technical Processing meeting of the Com
mittee on East Asian Libraries (CEAL) conference in March 1989. At the same con
ference, I shared some personal observations about these headings at the Subcommittee
on Korean Materials meeting. The Editor of the CEAL Bulletin asked me to combine
the two presentations into one article for publication. They are included here as parts I
and II. Part I is a slightly modified reprint of the -Foreword" to the Library of Congress
Subject Headings Related to Korea and East Asia in General. This will introduce and
provide a basis for the discussions in part II. I am grateful to my colleagues at the Uni
versity of Southern California, Laura Loring and Kathy Glennan, for their editorial help
in creating this article.

I. Foreword
This compilation brings together all Library of Congress (LC) subject headings related
to Korea. Also contained in this work are general East Asian headings related to the
region as a whole, but not to any specific country or countries. This list is a result of the
East Asian Subject Headings Compilation Project of the C E A L Subcommittee on
Technical Processing. The first work completed under this project in 1987 was the List
of Library of Congress Subject Headings Related to Japan compiled by Yasuko Makino.
Headings related to China were published concurrently with this Korean list.
The headings were selected from the eleventh edition of Library of Congress Subject
Headings (LCSH) and the Weekly Lists through November 16,1988, using the following
selection criteria:
1.

Include all headings that have the words Korea or Korean in them.

2.

Include all romanized Korean headings.

3.

Include all headings with geographic subdivision Korea, Korea (North),
or Korea (South), whether or not they are further subdivided by period,
have class numbers, or cross references to or from other headings.

4.

Include all headings related to East Asia as a whole.

5.

Include all headings which have cross references to or from the headings
selected in accordance with the guidelines above.
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These guidelines are more inclusive than the ones used by Ms. Makino for the Japanese
headings. The reason is quite simple: since Korean headings are considerably smaller
in number, I felt it to be better to include as many headings as possible than to exclude
certain types of headings.
Also included in the list are all pertinent cross references and scope notes. I personally
feel that the cross references are an integral part of LCSH; they often provide informa
tion on the scope of the headings used, as well as variations of a given heading. With
out these helpful guides, the compilation would have only very limited reference value.
This list cannot be used in place of the full LCSH for obvious reasons. Other than
handy, quick referencing, this work does have a couple of noteworthy advantages over
the three-volume set, however. One is currency. All newly established headings have
been added from the Weekly Lists through most of 1988, and the forms and period sub
divisions have been upgraded to the latest practice. With the release of the twelfth edi
tion of LCSH, however, currency is less of an issue. The full set is only two months be
hind this compilation. This Korean list also provides a convenient context for future re
search of Korean subject headings. Since all Korean headings are isolated from other
headings and brought together in a compact size, it will be much easier to scrutinize
their coverage of subjects, hierarchy, syndetic structure, and vocabulary control. As a
result of this project, I personally have become acutely aware of the need for research
in this lesser known area.
It is my hope that the three separate East Asian lists eventually will be integrated into
one. It is with this vision that I included all general East Asia headings which do not,
strictly speaking, belong to any of the three language-specific works. If supplemented
by other essential information on subject cataloging, such as the class numbers or the
most commonly used free floaters and pattern headings in East Asian cataloging, the in
tegrated list will prove to be a convenient and useful cataloging manual. It will also
serve as a basis for comparative study of Chinese, Japanese, and Korean subject
headings.

II. Observations
In the course of compiling the Library of Congress Subject Headings Related to Korea and
East Asia in General, I had the rare opportunity to review all existing headings related
to Korea in LCSH. As compiler I merely identified the relevant headings and did not
study them from a critical point of view. In reviewing the completed list, however, I no
ticed some idiosyncrasies about these headings. I will share my thoughts briefly using
selective examples in the following areas:
1. Cross References
2. Vocabulary Selection/Control
3. Period Subdivisions
a. Incompleteness
b. Gaps
4. Korea ana Korea (South)
a. As Political Entities
b. As Geographical Subdivisions
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1. Cross References
The Library of Congress has been very consistent in its practice of employing English
terms over vernacular terms when establishing headings concerning the events of East
Asian (and, perhaps, all foreign) history. While I do not argue against this practice, it
makes LCSff very difficult to use effectively because of the lack of cross references
from the vernacular equivalents. For example, I think that very few individuals with a
Korean education will be able to easily identify the famous "Imiin Waeran" from the
English term Korea-History-Japanese invasions, 1592-1598. Other examples found
under Korea-History or Korea (South)-History:
April Revolution, 1960, for Sailgu (4.19) Hyongmyong
May Revolution, 1961, for Oillyuk (5.16) HyOngmyong
Korean Resistance Movement, 1919, for Samilj3.1) Undong
Korean War, 1950-1953, for Yugio (6.25) Sabyon
Examples from elsewhere within LCSH include: Trial of communists, Seoul, Korea,
1968, (Tongbaengnim Sakon); Chinese-Japanese War, 1894-1895 (Ch'ong-Il ChOnjaeng,
or the corresponding Chinese and Japanese names), etc.
I was pleasantly surprised to note in one of the recent (1988) revisions of LCSH that LC
in fact added vernacular terms to one heading. Two cross references, "Chongmyo
Horan, Korea, 1627* and "Py&ngja Horan, Korea, 1636-1637" were newly added to the
existing heading, Korea-History-Manchu Invasions, 1627-1637. It is my hope that LC
will continue this practice, adding vernacular equivalents to all existing and new head
ings. It should be kept in mind that, as the same event may be referred to differently in
each country, all three East Asian language terms should be covered in cross references
whenever appropriate.
Another issue in addressing cross references is the question of romanization. It is
heartening to note that LC consistently applies the McCune-Reischauer (MCR) ro
manization system for romanized headings with only a few exceptions. I noticed, how
ever, that variations of romanization and word division are not covered in the cross ref
erences in a comprehensive manner. Although the Korean government recently
adopted the MCR romanization system, most Koreans are not yet familiar with its
complex rules. For this reason, among others, I suggest that the variations in romaniza
tion and word division be covered comprehensively in the cross references.
2. Vocabulary Control/Selection
Related to the issues of cross referencing and romanization is the question of vocabu
lary control and vocabulary selection. I asked the forty attendees of the Korean Mate
rials Subcommittee meeting at the C E A L conference in March 1989 who among them
knew the meaning of "p'illyul". No one raised his/her hand. I then asked if anyone
knew what "p'iri" was. Many people (and, I suspect, all Koreans) are familiar with the
Korean woodwind instrument. Surprisingly, Pillyul is the authorized heading for Piri,
given in LCSH as a cross reference.
Weekly list no. 43 (October 19, 1988) introduced the following entry:
Korean-American poetry
U F American poetry (Korean)
U F Korean poetry-American authors
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This heading contrasts interestingly with the conventional (and controversial) heading:
Chinese literature-Korean authors
U F Korean literature (Chinese)
One is further puzzled to find that the same characters
", used as a proper noun
for the popular Excel car maker, are romanized in two different ways.
Hyondae Group
B T Conglomerate corporations, Korea (South)
Hyundai automobile
U F Hyondae automobile
B T Automobiles
I fully understand that these related headings may not necessarily have been established
from the same work. Further, the existing division of work within LC between descrip
tive and subject cataloging may make coordination more difficult. However, it is sad to
think of the difficulties the users of our catalogs subsequently have to face.
3. Period Subdivisions
Let's examine the following examples:
Korean language
- T o 935
- Middle Korean, 935-1500
Korean literature
- T o 1900
- K o r y o period, 935-1392
- Middle Korean, 935-1500
-1598-1800
- 19th century
-1894-1919
- 20th century
Korean poetry
- Middle Korean, 935-1500
-1894-1919
- 20th century
The physical gaps in the above examples illustrate the logical gaps discussed in the fol
lowing points. These types of gaps are also found frequently m other headings. There
is also a little overlap in the coverage of early 20th-century materials.
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a. Incompleteness
In the term Korean language, the years after 1500 are not established at all and this
contrasts with my observations as a cataloger that more works are being written on this
later period than on the earlier years.
b. Gaps
There is a 98-year gap between 1500 and 1598 in Korean literature and nearly a 400year gap between 1500 and 1894 in Korean poetry.
In addition, I myself experience difficulty in dealing with period subdivisions that are
too broad which are found in numerous other headings. But, since this may not be a
concern for other Korean collections, I will not discuss it here.
4. Korea vs. Korea (South)

a. As Political Entities
Another aspect of the period subdivision issue is related to the political division of
Korea.
Korea
-

Economic conditions
Foreign relations
History
Industries
Social conditions

All the headings under Korea listed above share the period subdivision "1945-". Theo
retically speaking, there is no such country as "Korea since 1948 when the country was
divided into North and South Korea. The above examples illustrate the practice of us
ing Korea interchangeably in a loose manner with Korea (South).
I suggest that we use the three headings Korea, Korea (North), and Korea (South) dis
tinctively, whenever appropriate, to represent the different geographical parts and peri
ods of Korean history. (Of course, there are some subjects in which the political or ge
ographical divisions have little meaning. In these cases, Korea will be sufficient.) If the
three-year period, 1945-1948, is significant enough to be represented for any given
headings, it could be closed by adding 1948 (to read 1 9 4 5 - 1 9 4 8 ) . Then the same sub
headings could be established under North or South Korea as necessary. If there is no
need for a separate subdivision for the three years, the existing period subdivision could
be adjusted to include this short period (e.g., the single perioa 1910-1948, rather than
the current 1 9 1 0 - 1 9 4 5 and 1 9 4 5 - ) . Corresponding headings could b e made under South
and North Korea to cover the subsequent years. Unless we use the three headings dis
tinctively and in a consistent manner, they will have little meaning or purpose in our
catalogs.
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b. As Geographical Subdivisions
Another example of confusion between Korea and Korea (South) is found in geo
graphical subdivisions.
Fortification
- Korea
NT

Samny5n Sansbng (Poiin-gun, Korea)

- Korea (South)
NT
Kanghwasong (Kanghwa-gun, Korea)
Kongsansong (Kongju-up, Korea)
Namhan Sansdng (Kwangju-gun, Korea)
Mountains
- Korea
NT

Halla Mountain (Korea)

- Korea (South)
NT
Chiri Mountain (Korea)
Chuwang Mountain (Korea)
[etc.]
In the above examples, Samnyon Sansdng and Halla Mountain, both listed as NT
under Korea, are in fact located in South Korea and should have been brought together
with other fortifications and mountains under Korea (South).
Numerous factors can explain the state of affairs described above. LCSH is the product
of a one-hundred-year history (according to the Introduction in the twelfth edition of
LCSH) and there was no single individual to control and oversee the quality of headings
in a given subject field throughout this long period of time. Furthermore, LC estab
lishes headings based on the materials in hand for the Library's own collection and not
for the rest of the libraries in the nation. For this reason, other collections' needs obvi
ously are not reflected in LCSH.
Speakers for the Library of Congress remind us that the Library "welcomes the coopera
tive efforts of others in order to build a subject authority file that will be useful to other
libraries receiving materials not acquired by LC or cataloging items at a depth not prac
ticed by the Library of Congress." ("Establishing Subject Headings for the Library of
Congress," Cataloging Service Bulletin no. 41, p. 83.)
There have been cooperative efforts in various forms and levels in terms of collection
development and shared cataloging among East Asian libraries. Many East Asian li
braries are contributing East Asian names to the National Coordinated Cataloging Op
erations (NACO) project Is it time, perhaps, for us to aspire to cooperation in this dif
ficult area of subject authority as well? Wnile individuals are not prohibited from sub
mitting new headings to LC, organized cooperative efforts will be much more effective.
In fact, the amount of work required for the enormous documentation leave coopera
tion as the only practical means.
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Report on Library of Congress Cataloging Policies
The following updates on Library of Congress (LC) cataloging related to East Asian
materials were reported at the American Library Association (ALA) Resources and
Technical Services Division Cataloging and Classification Section Committee on Cata
loging: Asian and African Materials meeting which was held during the ALA Annual
Conference in Dallas, June 25 and 26 this year.
John Byrum, Chief, Descriptive Cataloging and Subject Cataloging Divisions at LC, re
ported first on the reorganization at the Library. Whole book" cataloging will mean
the end of separate Descriptive and Subject Cataloging Divisions. One possible out
come will have a Director tor Cataloging to oversee the following: English Language
Cataloging Division, European Cataloging Division, East Asian Cataloging Division,
Decimal Classification Division, Cataloging in Publication Division, and P R E M A R C
Division.
To deplete the considerable arrearage, the emphasis is on simplified cataloging. New
cataloging priorities are also assigned. Instead of the previous five levels, there will be
four, with the fourth level for Minimal Level Cataloging (MLC). English-language
publications will no ionger receive automatic high priority. Materials will be judged by
their research value. Materials which have been in the arrearage for four or more years
will be assigned MLC. MLC materials will now have some subject access in the form of
keywords in the 500 field. In the case of East Asian materials, the keywords can be
translated from the title or table of contents. LC hopes to transfer the keywords even
tually from the 500 field to the 653 field.
To avoid treating all the older materials at the MLC level, LC started in mid-June to
catalog some 7,000 Japanese titles and 5,000 Chinese and Korean titles at "full" level,
but with fewer subject headings and using more general, instead of specific, subject
headings. After sue months, any uncataloged titles will be assigned for MLC.
This year 8,000 full and 5,500 MLC Chinese records, 8,800 full and 3,200 MLC
Japanese records, and 3 3 0 0 full Korean records were produced. Current arrearage is
mainly in subject cataloging: 7,100 Japanese titles, 2,000 Chinese titles, and 1,600 Ko
rean titles. Four-hundred Chinese, 230 Japanese, and 89 Korean serials were also cat
aloged. LC will hire an additional Japanese Cataloger.
Mary Kay Pietris, Chief, Office for Subject Cataloging Policy at LC, also talked about
simplification. For example, double headings wul be replaced by cross references,
"Biography" will be assigned only when the book is at least 50 percent biographical
(previously, 20 percent was sufficient), and translations will have a "translated into"
heading only and the corresponding "translated from" will be dropped. The distinction
between literary and non-literary authors may also be dropped.
After four years on the Committee, Taf-loi Ma rotated off. Ms. Alice Chan of the Uni
versity of Alberta will represent East Asian interests for the next two years.
(Tai-loi Ma)
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LIBRARIES A N D INSTITUTIONS

Japan Information Center Opens Washington Office
The Japan Information Center of Science and Technology (JICST) has recently opened
a Washington, D.C. office. A branch of a quasi-governmental organization established
in 1957, the JICST Washington office will provide information about services available
from its Tokyo headquarters, including data from its online information system (JOIS).
JICST can demonstrate online access to its data base in two versions: English (for data
since 1985) through the Scientific and Technical Information Network (STN) Interna
tional and Japanese (for data since 1975) via a telecommunications line which will be
available at the Washington ofice.
The Japanese version of the JICST online files, which contained approximately 5.6 mil
lion entries as of April 1988, covers abstracts and bibliographic citations of articles in
the fields of science and technology. The entries are extracted from more than 6,000
journals published in Japan, and from other sources such as technical reports, govern
ment reports, and conference proceedings. Also included is information on current sci
ence/technology research being conducted in Japan, together with news on new tech
nology and products in Japan reported by Nikkan kogyd, a Japanese newspaper special
izing in industry and business news. The English version contains about 600,000 entries,
of which some 30 percent include abstracts.
JICST Tokyo headquarters can provide, on a fee basis, its selective dissemination of in
formation service in 180 "themes," such as fiber optics, food additives, artificial organs,
and other topics selected by customers.
JICST also provides other services, such as retrospective literature searching, supplying
photocopies of full texts, and translation of articles in the above-mentioned fields.
Toshihiko Watanabe is the director of the JICST Washington office, which is located at
1550 M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005; the office phone number is (202) 8726370.
(Adapted from the LC Information Bulletin 48, no. 20 (May 15,1989): 181.)

RLG Completes First Phase of Chinese Rare Book Project
The Research Libraries Group, Inc. (RLG) has successfully completed the first phase of
a project to create an International Union Catalog of Chinese Rare Books in the Re
search Libraries Information Network (RLIN), thanks to a grant from the National En
dowment for the Humanities. When completed, the project will provide an impressive
new resource for East Asian scholars by offering online accessibility to Chinese rare
book information all over the world.
In the first step, completed in April, RLG successfully converted and loaded into the
RLIN data base records from the National Central Library in Taiwan of rare books in
the Chinese classics division of the traditional Ssu k'u subject classification. The con65

version of the records-which contain Chinese characters as well as romanizations-marks the first time that non-Roman machine-readable cataloging (MARC) records
produced overseas have been available on a national bibliographic network such as
RLIN.
Diane Perushek, Curator of the Gest Oriental Library at Princeton University and cur
rent Chair of RLG's East Asian Program Committee (EAPC), is a member of the thirteen-person international advisory committee that met for four days, February 28
through March 3, in Washington, D.C. to determine guidelines and standards for the
project. Said Perushek: "It was the first time a committee had been organized that
brought together scholars and library personnel from the People's Republic of China,
Taiwan, and the United States to work on a project of this complexity. The project is a
very timely one that feeds into an international pool of interest in union catalogs for
rare books in East Asian studies." Chaired by John Haeger, RLG's vice president for
Programs, the thirteen-member group worked its way through a 161-page agenda of
items covering standards and guidelines for the project. In addition to Perushek, the
Committee's members are: Phyllis Bruns, Senior M A R C Standards Specialist at the Li
brary of Congress; Peter Chang, Deputy Director of the National Palace Museum in
Taipei; Gu Ting-long, Honorary Director of the Shanghai Library; Amy Vladeck
Heinrich, Acting East Asian Librarian at Columbia University (represented at the
meeting by Charles Wu, Head of Technical Services); Tai-loi Ma, Curator of the East
Asian Library at the University of Chicago; Beatrice Chang Ohta, Head of the
Chinese/Korean Languages Section at the Library of Congress; Karen SmithYoshimura, RLG's East Asian Program Officer; Lynn Struve, Associate Professor of
History at Indiana University; Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Professor Emeritus from the Univer
sity of Chicago; and Zhou Yi-liang, Professor of History at Peking University.
Karen Smith-Yoshimura stated: "It is very satisfying to see a project get started that has
been in the planning stage for several years. It is one that combines the arcane world of
Chinese rare book scholarship with modern technology to transmit d a t a - n o t only over
the Pacific-but over the ages as well." Smim-Yoshimura is RLG's Specialist in CJK-the Chinese, Japanese, and Korean enhancements to the RLIN system that allows users
to catalog and search for records in the vernacular.
On April 5, 1989, five Chinese rare book experts from Peking arrived in the United
States supported by a grant from the Hewlett Foundation. Through the auspices of the
Research Libraries Group and the Yenching Educational Foundation, two of the ex
perts, Ai Junchuan, a librarian, and Shen Naiwen, lecturer and head of the Director's
Office of Beijing University Library, have been assigned to Columbia University's C. V.
Starr East Asian Library. Cui Jianying, research fellow and an expert in woodblock
print editions, of the Academy of Sciences Library's Rare Book Department, Cao
Shuwen, librarian, and Yu Yifang, assistant librarian of Beijing University library's
Rare Book Department have been assigned to Gest Oriental Library and East Asian
Collections, Princeton University. Their work is being coordinated by Diane Perushek.
During their six-month stay, they are undertaking a survey of rare books in the Chinese
collections at Columbia and Princeton and entering standard cataloging data on these
books into the R U N data base, using the R U N multiscript workstation. Accordingly,
they have received training in romanization, M A R C tagging, A A C R 2 usage, assigning
subject headings, and inputting. The records already have begun to appear m the RLIN
data base.
Their expertise in the authentication and verification of rare books has enhanced and
elevated the level of discernment and detail in the existing records of the two libraries.
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In addition, the visiting librarians hold biweekly workshops alternately at Columbia and
Princeton, discussing issues in rare book cataloging that they encounter, using local
books as examples. At the end of their stay they will attend a meeting in Washington,
D.C. along with other librarians, scholars, and automation experts to discuss their ac
complishments and the implications of their findings in regard to the online cataloging
of Chinese rare books, and the future national union catalog of Chinese rare books.
(Adapted from a press release from the Research Libraries Group, Inc. dated July 14,
1989 and T h e Chinese Rare Books Project" in Research Libraries Group News, no. 19
(Spring 1989), pp. 10-11 and Diane E. Perushek.)

People's Republic of China Presents Books to Evans Library
A Chinese delegation headed by Houston's consul general on February 14 presented
Texas A & M University with more than 700 volumes written in Chinese, a nrst-of-itskind Valentine's gift officials say should create a better understanding between China
and the United States.
"Since the normalization of relations between our two countries in 1979, there has been
a new spirit of cooperation which is reflected in the rapid infusion of thousands of stu
dents and scholars from the People's Republic into U.S. universities," said Dr. William
H. Mobley, president of Texas A&M.
"This rapid change in our countries' relationship has created an urgent need for a better
understanding of the People's Republic of China. This gift will bring us a step closer to
the understanding that we need to have," said Mobley, who accepted the gift along with
Dr. Irene B. Hoadley, Director of the Sterling C. Evans Library, the library where the
Chinese collection will be housed.
Those attending the ceremonies included the Chinese consul general and his wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Ni Yaoli; the consul and head of education and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Gu
Mingdao; and education consul Li Xianbin, all of Houston.
The gift of books included volumes in literature, history, political science, art, travel,
and science, Hoadley explained. "This is a distinctive gift to the university in that it is
the first extensive gift or foreign language materials presented to the Sterling C. Evans
Library," she said.
"It is my great pleasure and individual privilege to act on behalf of the state education
commission of China in presenting these volumes to Texas A&M," said Consul General
Ni during the ceremonies. "I know that A&M has achieved a high reputation in teach
ing and academic research that has attracted hundreds of Chinese students here.
"Texas A & M has created more and stronger ties with China than even we at the Chi
nese consulate know of," he added, "and we hope to promote such ties in years to
come."
Mobley pointed out that the books will be of particular importance to students at Texas
A & M studying about China, as well as the 185 students and 155 visiting professors, re
search scientists, and visiting scholars from China now at Texas A&M.
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"Certainly from the standpoint of Texas A&M's involvement with the People's Republic
of China, this gift of information is particularly fitting. It is becoming increasingly criti
cal for us to know and understand the various elements that impact our relationships
and the lives of our students. But even more important, it is necessary for all of our
students to have access to current, accurate information concerning the People's Re
public of China," Dr. Mobley declared.
The consul general pointed out that this is the "year of the snake" and will be a good
year for U.S.-Chinese relations and for relations between universities such as Texas
A&M and those in China.
(From a news release from Sterling C. Evans Library, Texas A&M University, dated
July 19, 1989.

University of Colorado at Boulder Starts an East Asian Collection
University of Colorado at Boulder recently approved the establishment of an East Asi
atic Library. Jim Williams, Director of University Libraries, appointed Cathy Chiu as
head of the library on June 1, 1989.
This is the first Asian library in the state of Colorado. Its mission is to support the cur
riculum of the University's Oriental Language Department and to provide the East
Asian materials user group with printed resources which meet its needs for teaching, re
search, scholarship, and recreation.
The strength of the collection is its ts'ungshu and the history and literature of the Sung
dynasty. As a member of the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC), the library
catalogs all materials at an OCLC CJK workstation. The library is a memoer of the lo
cal network system, Coloiado Alliance of Research Libraries (CARL).
Please send all correspondence concerning the East Asiatic Library and materials re
lated to Asian studies to:
Cathy Chiu
East Asiatic Library
University of Colorado at Boulder
Campus Box 184
Boulder, C O 80309-0184 (Telephone: (303) 492-8822)
(Cathy Chiu)

CALA Calls for Papers on "Chinese American Resources" for 1990 Conference
The Chinese-American Librarians Association (CALA) is calling for papers on
"Chinese American Resources" to be presented at the 1990 CALA conference on June
24, 1990, in Chicago. Topics on all aspects of Chinese American resources are wel
come; they may deal with classification, administration, political issues, actual use of
existing resources, etc. The theme of the conference will be "Chinese American R e 
sources: Access to Special Information", corresponding to the American l i b r a r y Asso
ciation 1990 conference theme, "Information Access, Back to the Basics."
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Prospective presenters need to express their intention by submitting a 250- to 300-word
abstract including objectives, methodology, and conclusions together with a short biog
raphy to:
Amy D. Seetoo, 1990 CALA Program Chair
c/o University Microfilms International
300 N. Z e e b Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
before December 15, 1989. Completed papers must be submitted by March 1, 1990 for
final selection.
Selection decisions will be made by the CALA Selection Committee by May 1990. The
selected papers may be subsequently published in a CALA publication.
The idea of presenting papers relevant to CALA's mission at its annual conference was
proposed by Dr. Chang C. Lee and adopted by the CALA Board in June 1989 in Dallas.
Founded in 1973, the Chinese-American Librarians Association is affiliated with the
American Library Association and has five regional chapters. In addition to annual
conferences, CALA publishes its Newsletter three times a year and two issues a year of
the Journal of Library and Information Science in cooperation with National Taiwan
Normal University. For more information about CALA and the 1990 conference,
please contact Amy D. Seetoo at the address above. (Tel: 313-761-4700, Ext 410.)
(Amy D. Seetoo)

Harvard-Yenching Library Establishes Archive of Material Pealing with the 1989 PrpPemocracy Movement
The Harvard-Yenching Library is actively engaged in collecting archival materials on
the 1989 pro-democracy movement in the People's Republic of China (PRC). Both
print and nonprint materials will be collected. The former includes handDills, declara
tions, petitions, big-character posters (copied or photographed]), pamphlets, and other
relevant materials that originated with demonstrators in Beijing and elsewhere in
China, as well as official documents issued by the P R C government The latter includes
video tapes, tape recordings, and photographs. Materials originating from Hone Kong
and other countries in support of the movement, eyewitness accounts, personal letters,
interview transcripts, and artifacts related to the movement will also be collected. A
catalog will be compiled and published and the materials made available for use by re
search scholars and the mass media. In view of the sensitive nature of some of the tar
geted materials, strict guidelines will be established regarding access so as to provide
maximum protection for the individuals whose identity might be revealed through these
materials.
The 1989 pro-democracy movement archives will form the first part of the newly estab
lished "Charles L. and Lois Smith Special Collection on Contemporary China at the
Harvard-Yenching Library.
(Eugene W. Wu)
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Harvard-Yenching Library Renews Travel Grant Program
The Harvard-Yenching Library is pleased to announce the renewal of its travel grant
program for the fiscal year 1989-90, made possible through the courtesy of the
Rcischauer Institute for Japanese Studies, Harvard University, to assist visiting scholars
from outside the metropolitan Boston area in their use of the Japanese Collection at
the Harvard-Yenching Library. The grants are up to $200 each to be awarded on a
merit basis to scholars and advanced graduate students in Japanese studies. Special
consideration will be given to those residing in areas where no major Japanese Collec
tion is available. Each grantee will also be provided with free photocopying privileges
of up to 100 pages.
Applications for the grant, including a brief description of research topic and an esti
mated budget, should be submitted to:
Eugene W. Wu, Librarian
Harvard-Yenching Library
Harvard University
2 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138
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National Central Library. Taipei
DR. C H U N G - S E N YANG, former director of the Department of Higher Education,
Ministry of Education, has been appointed the Director of the National Central Library
(NCL) ofthe Republic of China effective August 1,1989.
Dr. Yang received his doctoral degree from New York University in 1972. He was re
search associate in Law at the Law School, Harvard University, from 1969 to 1971, a
visiting scholar at Harvard Law School from ?976 to 1977 under a grant from the
American Council of Learned Societies and at Columbia University from 1984 to 1985
under a Fulbright Research Grant. Dr. Yang's rich background in the field of education
will be of great benefit to the NCL. His ample experience in leadership includes, be
sides various committee chairmanships, a directorship at the Council for Cultural Plan
ning and Development of the Executive Yuan. H e has also been legal advisor to the
Government Information Office of the Executive Yuan, and has written and published
books and essays on copyright law and other topics.
As a frequent user of libraries, Dr. Yang appreciates their importance from the per
spective both of a user and of a leader concerned with national development. H e fully
understands the critical role that a national library should play in this information soci
ety and the future trends of librarianship. With his abundant knowledge and experi
ences, Dr. Yang will be in a good position to lead the National Central Library as it
continues the effort to fulfill its standard-setting functions. Dr. Yang's leadership quali
ties will continue to benefit the Republic of China in his new area of service at the Na
tional Central Library.
(Adapted from a letter dated July 31, 1989 from Teresa Wang Chang, Head of the Bu
reau of International Exchange of Publications, National Central Library.)

Smithsonian Institution Arthur M, Sadder Gallery Library
R E I K O Y O S H I M U R A , formerly Japanese Cataloger at the Ohio State University Li
braries, is now Librarian for Japanese Materials at the Freer Gallery of Art and the
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery Library. Her main duties include Japanese-language collec
tion development, Japanese and Japan-related western material cataloging, and refer
ence. She can be reached by phone at 202-357-2091 or by post at the Freer Gallery of
Art/Arthur M. Sackler Gallery Library, 1050 Independence Avenue, Washington, D . G
20560.
(Lily Kecskes)
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University of Washington East Asia Library
The East Asia Library, University of Washington, was host institution for YOSHIO
GUNJI, assistant head librarian from the University of Library and Information Science
in Tsukuba, Japan, during his stay in the United States from March to September 1989.
Mr. Gunji was the recipient of a grant from the Department of Education of the
Japanese government and was charged with making comprehensive observations of se
lected academic libraries in the Umted States. Mr. Gunji also visited the Universities
of Chicago, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, Pittsburgh, Harvard, Princeton, and Columbia,
New York Public Library, the Library of Congress, and the University of California at
Berkeley and at Los Angeles before his return to Japan on September 17.
(Teruko Kyuma Chin)

University of Washington East Asia Library
Two librarians, Mr. BU-YOUNG KIM and Mr. HE-IL KIM of the National Assembly
Library, Seoul, Korea, are visiting the East Asia Library, University of Washington,
from August 21 to October 6, 1989, as library interns.
Their main purpose during this visit is to learn the general operation of the library, es
pecially its computer operations. They will learn, in addition to the general procedures
of the East Asia Library, the handling of computer-generated reference searching and
of non-book materials in the University of Washington Libraries.
(Yoon-whan Choe

Harvard-Yenching Library
Mr. C H O O N G NAM YOON has been appointed Assistant Librarian for the Korean
Collection at the Harvard-Yenching Library, succeeding the late Mr. Sungha Kim. Mr.
Yoon received his B.A. and M A in Political Science from the Seoul National Univer
sity, and also an M.A. in International Relations and an M.L.S. from the University of
Texas. He served as a Japanese and Korean Cataloger at the Far Eastern Library of
the University of Chicago, 1971-1975; as Technical Services Librarian at Chicago's Cen
tral YMCA Community College Library, 1975-1982; and as Head of the Cataloging De
partment at the Law School Library, Northwestern University, 1982-1989. Since April
of this year, he was Head of Technical Services at the William J. Campbell Library of
the United States Courts in Chicago.
(Eugene W. Wu)

Harvard-Yenching Library
E U G E N E W. WU, Librarian of the Harvard-Yenching Library, is an editor of The
Secret Speeches of Chairman Mao: From the Hundred Flowers to the Great Leap Forward
which has iust been published by Harvard's Council on East Asian Studies and is being
distributee! by the Harvard University Press.
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The book, no. 6 in the Harvard Contemporary China Series, is a volume of translations
of hitherto unavailable speeches by Mao Zedong dealing with the Hundred Rowers
Movement and the Great Leap Forward, two key events in the forty-year history of the
People's Republic of China. In addition to the translations, there are five introductory
essays contributed by Roderick MacFarquhar (Harvard), Benjamin I. Schwartz
(Harvard), Merle Goldman (Boston University), Timothy Cheek (Colorado College),
and Eugene W. Wu, whose essay is entitled "Contemporary China Studies: the Ques
tion of Sources". The other two editors are Professors MacFarquhar and Cheek.
The nineteen speeches translated into this volume are selected from twenty-three vol
umes of Mao's speeches totaling some five thousand pages, most of which were neibu
publications during the Cultural Revolution period. Copies of the twenty-three volumes
are now being distributed by the Center tor Chinese Research Materials, P.O. Box
3090, Oakton, V A 22124.
(Edward Martinique)
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PROFESSIONAL VACANCIES

The Ohio State Libraries
Position:

Cataloger for Japanese Materials

Responsibilities:

Original cataloging and classifying of Japanese-lan
guage materials (including monographs, serials, and
microforms) using AACR2 and LC classification and
subject headings. Assists in cataloging music scores,
sound recordings, and related materials that are asso
ciated with the Japanese language, and catalogs some
Western-language materials related to Japan. Inter
prets OCLC cataloging practices in light of national
standards and the requirements of the O C L C system
and Ohio State's online catalog. Prepares and tags
cataloging data in the vernacular ana in transliterated
form for input to O C L C to create records in the local
online catalog. Verifies and prepares authority
records and assists in classifying and assigning subject
headings for relevant cataloging copy from O C L C
member libraries. Works closely with the Japanese
Studies Librarian and the Copy Catalog Editor for
Japanese Materials. Reports to the Head, Mono
graphic Cataloging Section, Cataloging Department.
All librarians are expected to participate in appropri
ate ways in the User Education Program.

Qualifications:

Required: Master's degree from an ALA-accredited
program; proficiency in Japanese; knowledge of
AACR2 and Library of Congress classification and
subject headings; ability to communicate effectively,
orally and in writing, in English. Desirable: Cata
loging experience, including knowledge of M A R C
tagging and the O C L C cataloging system; familiarity
with the modified Hepburn system of romanization,
Library of Congress rules for word division, and pub
lishing practices in Japan.

Salary and Rank:

$22,560 - $29,880. Salary and faculty rank dependent
upon experience and qualifications. Appointment of
the upper end of the salary range requires substantial
cataloging experience. This is an academic appoint
ment carrying faculty status and responsibilities, in
cluding research, publication, and service.
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Benefits:

Twenty-two days vacation, 15 days sick leave. Stan
dard holidays. Hospitalization, major medical and
surgical-medical insurance; long-term disability insur
ance; life insurance at 2 1/2 times one's annual salary;
and vision care insurance provided. Dental insurance
after one year of employment. State retirement
system.

Environment:

Founded in 1870, The Ohio State University is a
comprehensive, state-assisted urban university. Ohio
State offers a complete environment for learning for
its 3,800 faculty and 53,000 students. The Ohio State
University Libraries system is composed of the Main
Library, twenty-one department libraries and an un
dergraduate library on the Columbus campus, four
regional campus libraries, and the library of the Agri
cultural Technical Institute at Wooster. Staff of the
Libraries is composed of 118 librarians and over 200
staff. Its collection of over four million volumes
makes it one of the nation's largest research libraries.
The Ohio State University Libraries is a leader in li
brary user education with a program that reaches all
entering undergraduate students and a developing
program of course-related instruction for upper-level
undergraduate and graduate students.
Ohio State has long been a leader in the development
and use of library-related computer technology. An
online library system serves as a circulation control
system and as a catalog, with full bibliographic
records, subject access, and authority control. Ohio
State is a member of the LC Cooperative Name Au
thority Project (NACO), contributes cataloging to the
National Agricultural Library's cooperative cataloging
project, and is a charter member of OCLC, with a
commitment to the OCLC-CJK system.
The Ohio State University is a leading center for
scholarship on Japan and has established an Institute
for Japanese Studies. The East Asian Studies Pro
gram has been chosen for inclusion in an Academic
Challenge Grant program to recognize and promote
excellence at Ohio's public colleges and universities.
The Program has also been designated as a National
Resource Center by the U.S. Department of Educa
tion. The Libraries' Japanese collection contains ap
proximately 40,000 volumes and is growing rapidly.
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Application:

Applications received by 10 November will receive
first consideration. Apply to Sharon A. Sullivan, Per
sonnel Librarian, The Ohio State University Li
braries, 1858 Neil Avenue Mall, Columbus, Ohio
43210-1286. Submit detailed resume with names, ad
dresses, and telephone numbers of three references.

An Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer. Qualified women,
minority, and handicapped persons are encouraged to apply.

University of California at Berkeley
Position:

Japanese Cataloger

Announcement:

The East Asiatic Library has received authorization
to announce a vacancy for a professional Japanese
Cataloger. A description of responsibilities, qualifica
tions, and other details concerning this position will
be available about November 1, 1989.
For this information, please write to:
Professor Donald H. Shively, Head
East Asiatic Library
University of California at Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720
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PUBLICATIONS

I, China
Christianity in China: A Scholars' Guide to Resources in the Libraries and Archives of the
United States. Compiled by Archie R. Crouch, et al. Armonk, NY: M. E.
Sharpe, Inc., 1989. 700 pages. $95.00.
Based on a comprehensive survey of over 1200 libraries, archives, historical soci
eties, religious orders, and denominational headguarters throughout the United
States, this major reference provides detailed information on these repositories
of mission materials and their holdings.
The Guide is organized geographically by state and city, according to a system of
hierarchic code numbers based on a program developed by the National Histori
cal Publications and Records Commission for the purpose of indexing guides
relating to historical research. Within each institution, libraries are listed alpha
betically. Where several distinct repositories are housed in the same building
and the same general library holdings contain resources on Christianity in China,
the repositories are listed alphabetically. Within a repository, collection titles
are listed alphabetically.
Each entry is organized according to a standard entry form so that the categories
of information follow each other in identical sequence for each repository. Ac
cess information given in the Guide includes the name, address, and telephone
number of the repository; the name and title of the staff contact; the restrictions
on access and use of materials. Entries include background notes on the origin
of the collection, biographical information on the subject, or other miscellaneous
details concerning the collection as well as inclusive dates, when known, and to
tal volume. The materials are organized under the following categories:
MINUTES/RECORDS/REPORTS
CORRESPONDENCE
DIARIES
MANUSCRIPTS
PAMPHLETS
MEMORABILIA
O R A L HISTORIES
MAPS/DESIGNS/DRAWINGS
AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS
SERIALS
DISSERTATIONS/THESES
CHINESE L A N G U A G E MATERIALS
FINDING AIDS
In addition, this volume contains an introduction; a valuable section on "How to
Use the Guide"; a conversion table of place names in China; Union Lists (Serial
Titles, Oral Histories, and Dissertations); a bibliography; and subject, personal
name, and repository indexes.
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This invaluable guide is an essential reference for any one doing research on
missionary work in China, the role of American churches in U.S.-China
relations, and the modern history of China.
(Archie R. Crouch)

U. Japan
DIRECTORY OF JAPAN SPECIALISTS AND JAPANESE STUDIES INSTITUTIONS
IN THE UNITED STATE AND CANADA.
Edited by Patricia G. Steinhoff.
Tokyo: Japan Foundation, 1989. 3 vols.
This directory is issued as Japanese Studies in the United States, Part II. The first
volume is a directory of 1,420 Japan specialists in North America, of whom 1,224
currently reside in the United States and 196 in Canada. In addition to special
ists affiliated with academic institutions ( 7 6 3 percent), the directory includes
those in diplomacy, government service, business, and law, as well as translators,
writers, and interpreters. Biographical information includes languages, disci
plines, historical period, and regions of specialization, as well as education and
publications. Included also is a list of 441 doctoral candidates in Japanese
studies.
The second volume is a directory of 367 institutions that "offer a post-secondary
academic program of studies related to Japan, carry out professional research on
Japan, or maintain substantial collections of specialized materials for the study
of Japan."
Information provided under each institution includes fac
ulty/professional staff, courses offered, degree programs, outreach activities,
performing arts programs, library/museum collections, and publications. The
extensive indexes provide a variety of approaches for locating individuals and
institutions.
The directory is available from the Association for Asian Studies, Inc., 1 Lane
Hall, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.
(Adapted from Library of Congress Information Bulletin 48, No. 20 (May 15,
1989): 181.)
JAPANESE TECHNICAL LITERATURE BULLETIN.
Published by the Japanese
Technical Literature Program, Office of Commercial Affairs, Technology Ad
ministration, U.S. Department of Commerce.
This bulletin covers information concerning Japanese research and development
in science and technology, reporting on new developments in government pro
grams in science and technology, meetings and conferences of joint U.S.-Japan
groups interested in technological information interchange, recent technical
information publications, and current activities in data base service for Japanese
technical information.
Copies can be acquired from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Technology
Administration, 14th and Constituion Avenue, N.W., R o o m 4837, H C H B ,
Washington, D.C. 20230.
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